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Editorial Page
Robert Lemire1
The questions about how early Canadian stamps were perforated, what perforation
differences are "significant", and how to best measure perforations and perforation
differences continue to fuel discussion. In this issue of Topics I have brought together three
articles by different authors. These articles were submitted over the last year or so, and
publishing them together represents an attempt to bring to readers a feeling for the issues
being raised. The articles agree on some points and differ on others, and even consensus
does not necessarily mean a point is settled! However, what the articles share is an attempt
to extrapolate carefully and logically from the information that is available. There is, in each
case, an attempt to look beyond the measured perforation values for a specific stamp issue
to examine how the perforation machines were constructed, and how stamps of the period
(not just in Canada) were perforated.
A new column, Postal Pot-pourri, also makes its appearance in this issue. The author,
Earle Covert, is known to many members through his many exhibits ranging from a
blockbuster display of proof and essay postal stationery to a several-page assemblage of
Priority Post envelopes. He will discuss what might be designated "tomorrow's postal
history today," and attempt to alert readers about items to watch for before a post office
experiment ends, or to salvage before they are put in the trash.
As I put this issue to bed, I find I have now been editing Topics for two years. It has
been interesting. I used to think I read Topics fairly carefully, but being involved in the
editing and production of articles has shown me how superficially I had passed over
research in some areas of philately far removed from my own collecting interests. I want
to thank the authors who patiently continue to lead me along new paths, and the readers who
respond with information and further questions. Best wishes to everyone for 1998.
Corrections etc.
In Chris Ryan's article in Vol. 54, No. 2, on pg. 33, the fourth and fifth paragraphs,
each beginning "On the .. ." should have been indented as they are part of the same
quotation as the previous paragraph on this page.

Norris Dyer, the author of "Newfoundland's 1918-1920 Postal Shortages" (BNA
Topics, Vol. 54, No. 3, p. 13) reports errors in "Table 2" of that article. The "Provisional
Period" for the THREE CENT on 35¢ Cabot should have been "Sept. 15 - Sept. 27, 1920,"
and for the TWO CENT on 30¢ Cabot, "Sept. 24 - Oct. 2, 1920." Nevertheless, the correct
periods are reflected in the article's text.
Some errors crept in during the editing of Part I of Bill Pekonen's Map Stamp •
Chronology (BNA Topics, Vol. 54, No.3). On page 28 an extraneous "that" should have
been deleted in line 13. Line 19 on the same page should read" ... could also be
considered a Christmas commemorative ... "

1. Box 1870, Deep River, ON1 KOJ !PO, Canada; 1-613-.584-1.574; 102124.1304@compuserve.com
Letters addressed to the specific author(s) and sent c/o Robert Lemire, Editorial Consultant, BNA Topics will
be forwarded.
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BNAPEX '98
OCT. 8-10, Orlando, Florida
BNAPEX '98 will be held at the
Holiday Inn International Drive Resort
6515 International Drive
Orlando, FL 32819
tel. 407-351-3500 FAX 407-354-3491
(or use Holiday Inn's 800 number listed in most
telephone books, "British North America" should
be enough reference for the reservations)

price is US$79 per night, single or double
suite rate $180
(cutoff for guaranteed rate is Sept. 15, 1998)

If you are planning vacation time before or after the

show, major local attractions include:
- great birding
-great golf
- Disneyworld
- beaches both east and west
- Kennedy Space Center
October weather is mild, both days and nights.
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Stories Behind My Covers
31. C ross Border Letters

J ack Arnell
The three covers discussed here extend over a sixty year period and were all shipbome
from Halifax for New York. Each has an interesting story associated with it.

The fu-st Jetter (Figure I) is from George Bethune to his brother in New York. He had
arrived at Halifax on 20 October 1799, apparently from Tobago, having been delayed "from
foul Winds." The Jetter was dated five days later to take advantage of a Falrnouth packet
"daily expected here on her way to you." This would have been the Grantham packet,
which bad sailed from Falmouth on 25 September, but had collided with a vessel at anchor
on her way out and needed repairs. As a result, she did not get away until I October and,
encountenng winter weather, did not reach Halifax until23 November and New York on
13 December.
Figure 1
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The Jetter was backstamped with a two-line circular "HALIFAX/OCT 26 99", struck
with an encircled two-line "POSTIP AID" and prepaid with 4d. Stg. British colonial packet
postage, shown at the upper right in @ .
From the text of the letter, it appears that George Bethune had been working in the ftrm
of Bethune & Smith in New York, but had fallen out with his brother and taken off for
Tobago. At some point, he obviously intends to return, for he comments: "When I return
the ftrm will be Bethune & Smith Juniors, & I will have to trudge to the country to see the
old codgers."
The second Jetter (Figure 2) was from Thomas Boggs of Halifax dated 5 February 1831
to a nephew in New York, whose father had just died. He invites the nephew to
"communicate freely to me as such [an uncle] in any thing that you may think I can in any
way be useful. I write by the Moil Boat to Boston-she will remain about a week or ten
days for dispatches from Washington & return here."

The Jetter was taken privately to the Cunard moil boat Emily, which sailed the following
day for Boston with the English Moils. These had arrived that day on the Rinaldo packet
from Falmouth-the Falmouth packets hod ceased going to New York in 1827. On arrival
at Boston, the Jetter was entered as a ship letter, datestamped on 19 February, struck with
"SI-llP" and rated 2()31.. cents postage due (2 cents ship Jetter fee + 1831.. cents inland postage
to New York).
The long transit time to Boston (thirteen days) was due to winter gales. Concurrently,
the Osbome packet had arrived at Halifax on 5 February from Bermuda in twenty-eight
days, having experienced "very boisterous weather" and being driven as far to the eastward
as the Grand Banks of Newfoundland.
The third letter (Figure 3) was from G.B. Sohier, on board the Cunard Canada in
Halifax Harbour, to his father and was dated 10 August 1860. In this letter, he chronicles
the grounding of the steamer and the work in progress to free it.
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Figure 3

"We are lying upon a sand bank on which it pleased heaven and Capt. Lang to deposit
us this morning at one o'clock. There was a good deal of fog (at least the Capt. says so) and
in order to give a clear berth to a buoy on one side of the channel, the said Lang ran his Ship
fast in the sand on the other side. Now the question is how to lighten her, No benefit can be
expected from the tide, as our trouble occurred nearly at high water. So a small tug-boat has
just pulled down two vessels, into which our ballast is to be put, until the Canada can be
persuaded to drift back into the channel. Her boilers have been emptied too, and when
everything else is done there will still be a piece of work to perform in getting up steam
again.
"On the whole I think that the expression of the virtuous Titus 'diem peraide' is quite
applicable to us the passengers. The sea has been pretty smooth, so that we have not been
very sick. We were going out of Halifax when our trouble occurred, and we are not more
than a mile and a half from the town. The ship was going so slow when she ran aground that
nobody was the wiser for it. My idea was that we had come to anchor for reasons unknown.
"The Canada was refloated on the next high tide, and sailed for Liverpool on 12
August. The letter was mailed at Halifax- there is a "HALIFAX=NOVA SCOTIA 10
August 1860" datestamp on back-and rated 10 cents postage due. The letter must have
been taken to Boston by a local trading vessel and delivered directly to the addressee, as it
has no Boston marking, and the letter was received on 16 August. The frrst westbound
Cunarder was the Arabia, which arrived at Halifax from Liverpool on 21 August."

Compliments
of

(your name)

p.o. box 3008, Bridgenorth, Ont.,

Write advertising Manager:
R.F. Narbonne, 216 Mailey Dr.
Carleton Place, Ontario K?C 3X9

Canada KOL I HO
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ROBERT A. LEE AUCTIONS
is pleased to offer

THE "HARRY W. LUSSEY" GOLD MEDAL
CANADIAN PRECANCEL COLLECTION
TO BE SOLD AT PUBLIC AUCTION
FEBRUARY, 1998

The most important Canadian Precancel collection to ever
come to market. Includes several unlisted items,
a number unique or only two known, multiples,
plate inscriptions, varieties etc.

To order your colour
send $10.00 (refundable against successful bids).

~d. k

AUCTIONS

#203 - 1139 Sutherland Avenue,
Kelowna, B.C. V1 Y 5Y2
Tel : 1-800-755-2437 • Fax: 1-888-783-9888
e-mail : lee@sllk.net
visit our website : http://www.ogopogo.com/stamps
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Early Perforating Machines in North America
R.A. Johnson
The topic of the rotary machines used to perforate the early stamps of the United States
of America, New Brunsw1ck, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island and the Canadas and, after
1867, those of the Dominion continues to attract attention. See, for example, the recent
publication by Julian Goldberg on Early BNA Stamp Perforation Measurements which
appeared recently in Maple Leaves [1]. One thing that continues to be at issue is whether
the standard 2 centimetre gauge or the Kiusalas gauge should be used to measure the
perforations on these early stamps.
What question, if answered, would shed light on this and give a definite determination?
In constructing the perforating and counterpart wheels for the rotary perforators used
on the N011h American continent, directions must have been given to the metal worker who
did the drilling and mounting of them that would determine the distances between successive
pins. That specification might have been in either Imperial or metric terms, and so would
typically have read something like:

" spacing: 66 ± 0.5 'thou' "(i.e., thousandths of an inch) or
" spacing: 1.6 ± 0.0 I mm".
In either case, the workman was being required to space the pins the 66 'thou' (or 1.6 mm)
with a deviation that was not to exceed± 0.5 'thou' (or± 0.01 mm), respectively. (These
two are similar spacings and tolerances and typical of the precisions achievable in the mid1800s.)

If the machine were constructed using the first standard, the resulting perforations
would match closely the dots on the Kiusalas gauge 66 1• Each perforation might stray to one
side or the other within the ± 0. 5 'thou' tolerance but the match would otherwise be direct.
If on the other hand, the machine were constructed using the metric specification. the
spacing of the perforations would provide 20 ~ 1.6 or exactly 12.5 perforations for each 2
em (i.e., match the 12.5 on the standard gauge). Again any one pin could stray to one side
or the other within the 0.0 I mm tolerance.
In either case, if the other gauge were used for measuring the perforations than was
gauge rows could be expected since the
two gauges rarely agree Within the typical tolerances used in the manufacture. 2
u<;ed in the construction, only a "closest" fit with the

If it could be determined which of these systems was actually used in the manufacture
of the perforating machines, that would determine which of the alternative gauge systems
should be used for recording perforations and, on that basis, distinguishing, for example,
between the common and rare varieties that have been identified in the catalogues [3].
I As was Kiusalas' purpose in the first place [2].
2 An exception would be the Stanley Gibbons Instanta Gauge which provides a true measurement
(mther than a matching). The measurement happens to be expressed as the number of perfomtions
in 2 em with an error m reading of something like ± 0.01 (m gauge number).
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The question would be settled once and for all if an actual machine could be found or,
baning that, a copy of the actual directions for the its manufacture were obtained. Despite
an exhaustive search by Mr. W. Wilson Hulme of the United States, no example of such a
machine from this period has been found in any of the museums where one might expect it
to be preserved. Neither has any manufacturing document of the type described been
located [4) . In the absence of both of these direct proofs, the best that we can expect to
achieve would be to deduce details of the manufacture of the machines from the evidence
that we do have.
Goldberg, and many others, have made extensive use of Winthrop S. Boggs' Early
American Pe!forating Machines and Perforations 1857 - 1867 [5] which reprints in full
the Bcmrose British patent # 2607 dated May 31 , 1855 for Machinery for Punching and
Perforating Paper, etc, including all of its figures - albeit rearranged. That design, with
modifications, led to the rotary perforators used for the perforating of the early stamps on
the North American continent and several Latin American countries as well.
Boggs, however, made several mistakes in his reading of the Bemrose Patent which
were identified previously [6]. That article also reported the results of measuring
perforations on over 900 dated examples of the Third Bill Issue using the Kiusalas Gauge.
The results of this process strongly supported the contention that the machines used in North
America for the perforating were designed and built using Imperial measure. What follows,
however, focuses on the Bemrose patent, the difficulties in using it, and Boggs'
interpretations. The intention is to distinguish between what is actually known about this
early rotary perforating machine and what is only conjecture or clearly incorrect.
The actual scale of the diagrams:
First and foremost, it must be realized that all the printings of the Bemrose patent are
mucaled copies of unidentified origin. The British Patent Office in Newport, Wales has
confirmed

a) that the originals of all British patents dating so long ago were destroyed some time
ago;
b) that they have no copies of the original patent drawings that contain a scale; so there
is no way of reading from any copies the actual size of the originals; and also
c) that all twelve ligures in the Bernrose patent were originally drawn on a single sheet
reproduced here as Figure I along with larger reproductions of the Bernrose Figures
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 12 (here shown as Figures 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7).
'lbe text of the patent which refers to the perforating and counterpart wheels (page 3,
lines 28 through 34) reads as follows:
..... against the edge of which the sheet is placed, and'pushed forward until it comes
in contact with the plUlChing or perforating rollers D, E, when it is carried forward
and perforated. The lower one E of these rollers serves as a counterpart to the
upper roller D. It is represented In full sized detail side and edge view, at
Figures 3 and 4, the periphery being perforated with holes F, to correspond to the
punches G on the roller D, which is shown in detail, side and edge view, at Figures
5 and 6." (emphasis added).

10
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Figure 1: A reduced print of the single sheet of diagrams In the Bemrose patent {7).
The single sheet contains the notes: "A.D. 1854, Dec. 11. No. 2607" ,"Drawn on stone
by Malby and Sons" and "Printed by George and Edward Eyre and William
SpoUiswoode. Printen to the Queen's most Excellent Majesty. 1855." The sheet also
carries the note: "The filed drawing is partly colored." although there is no expUcit
reference to what is coloured In the text ofthe patent.
- ·-· ·-

" '
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,_.... _ _ _ , _

·-

. -
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However, in his caption to a collection of these Bemrose figures, Boggs [5] writes, in
part:
"Further drawings of The Bemrose machine. According to the specifications these
are in actual size. Figw-e 3 is side view of counterpart wheel, the periphery view
being Figure 4. Figures 5 and 6 are side and periphery views respectively of the
perforating wheel. ... Note that the diameter of the counterpart wheel is equal to
the diameter of the perforating wheel measured from tip to tip of pins. However
as Figure 12 (reproduced here on pg. 13 as Figure 7) shows the perforating pins
fitted into the counterpart wheel to their full length." (emphasis again added)
It is clear from the wording of the patent that only the diagrams of the counterpart
wheel, that is Figures 3 and 4, are identified as being to "full actual size". At the siUJle time,
to the limits of accuracy, measurement of the perforating and counterpart wheels [7] the two
wheels do have the same diameter. Furthermore, independent of the printing scale, Figure
12 shows them together where they again appear to have the same diameters as noted by
Boggs 4 although they are shown fully meshed. Remember, however, this figure is not to
actual size and may have been illustrative only. Furthermore, it may have deliberately
disguised the actual spacing of these wheels used in the manufacture. From a manufacturing
point of view, it would have been simpler if the shafts did turn at the same rates. 5
3 That is, the diameter of the counterpart wheel corresponds to that of the perforating wheel
measured between the tips of the pins.
4 There is a further complication in attempting to measure accurately the sizes ofthese wheels. In
all copies that the author has seen, including that directly taken as described in the text, the
diagrams are not "circles" but rather have slightly different diameters across and down. Diameters
can then only be estimated by some form ofaveraging of these measurements.

s

The $eaTS that oonnect the two shafts (shown as S and T in the Bernrose Figure 1 and reproduced
here 111 expanded form as Figure 8) would then be the same size with the same numbers of teeth
and could be cut as a pair. Otherwise, the ratio of the numbers of gear teeth would have to be
specified and cut to match the ratio ofthe (unequal) diameters/circumferences of the perforating
and counterpart wheels - a complication that would have been avoided if at all possible in 1855,
and even now.
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Figures 3 and 4: Figures 3 and 4 from the Bemrose patent showing view• of the
counterpart wheel (reduction to 66% from the full 1cale diagram In the patent) .
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Figures 5 and 6: Figures 5 and 6 from the Bemrose patent showing views of the
wheel.

perforatln~

Fig. 5 .

0
0

0

0

8
8

Although the diameter of the
perforating wheel shown in Figure 5 mny
be to the same scale as that of the
counterpart wheel in Figure 3, its pins may
or may not be depicted in correct number
or length. Note that there is a half pin
depicted at nhout 10:30 o'clock nnd what
could be n missing pin at about 5:00
o'clock. If these are both counted, then
Figure 5 shows 142 pins in all. Whether or
not that is a faithful reproduction of the
actual numher of pins is, as noted, open to
conjecture.

Figure 7: Figure 12 from the Bemrose
patent showing the perforating and
counterpart wheels In the same
diagram. Note the full meshing shown.

Apparently Boggs arrived at his 6.75
inch assumption of the circwnference of
Figure 5 by taking the actual measurement of
whatever drawing he used as though it were
the prut itself Reasons are presented below
that contradict such an assumption and,
thereby, all that Boggs deduced &om that
about the number of pins required to produce
the known perforation varieties used for
Canadian postage and bill stamps (i.e., those
that correspond to Kiusa.las 64 to 68) [9).
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Figure 8: Expanded view of the gears S and T through which the counterpart wheel
shaft (driven from the treadle) drives that of the perforating wheels.

R
Notwithstanding that, however, additional reasoning is also presented in the sequel that
supports his implicit assumption that the diameters of all subsequent perforating and
COWlterpart wheels were held constant even though the perforation gauge was changed from
time to time6.
Deductions from the Bemrose Figures.
A. What size was the perforating wheel?
In Figure 2, the distance measured from the base to the underside of the working
6

Boggs, ref. (5], ~· 22. It is interesting to note that, according to Boggs' table of Appendix J #3,
eerf 11 3!. x 11 V. were ordered up to May 31, 1862 and perf 11 3!. x 12 or 12 x 11 '!. from
September 2,~ 1862, and in his Appendix H # 103, a letter dated March 28, 1862, from Edmunds
and Bliss or the American Bankriote Company noting that " ... demand from your Department
[Canada] and the Departments in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick has been, oflate, so much
greater than usual that we have deemed it necessary to increase our facilities for producing them.
The consequent ~hanges in our machinery have caused delays..." Is it not likely that amongst the
"new" machines there was an additional perforator with a slightly different set of perforating

wheels?
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swfaceA is 114 nun while as the diameter ofpetforating wheel Dis 12.8 nun (at the base
of the pins).
Now a notmal working sutface used by a seated operator, such as originally shown in
the Harpers' illustration (the Figure on pg. 43 of E. Zaluski's article in this issue of Topics)
is 26 to 28 inches above the floor, say 27 inches for what follows- Editor's Note: The
article by E. Zaluski gives a differmt inte1pretation ofthe scale in the same picture.

Since 114 nun in Figure 2 of the patent represents about 27 inches, 12.8 mm must
represent 3.03 inches or simply about 3.0 inches.
B. How long were the pins?

Figw-e 7 t-eproduces Bemrose's Figure 12 and shows the two wheels D and E to larger
scale. From the author's copy of this, the following measurements were made:
diameter of counterpart wheel (measured down)
(measured across)
diameter of the perf. wheel

37.2 mm(a)
38.2 mm(b)

-to tips of pins (across): 37.5 mm (c)
-to base of pins (down): 33.5 mm (d)

For a rationale of"across" and "down", see footnote 4. (The "down" diameter of the tips
of the pins cannot be taken from this Figure because of the intersection of the two wheels.)
In order to relate the diameter in (c) to that in (d), it is necessary to reduce it to a
"down" measurement; (a) and (b) may be used as the indicators of the printing distortion
and their ratio as the correction factor. The value of (c) then becomes 36.5 mm (c') which
may then be compared with 33.5 nun for the measurement at the base of the pins (d).
Thus twice the height of the pins is given by (c')- (d) or 3.0 mm.7 This indicates a pin
height of about 1.5 mm (measured) or an actual penetration of about 0.123 inches (or 123
'thou').
(While it is the result of the particular nwnbers resulting from these measurements, a
perforating wheel diameter of3 .0 inches and a pin count of 142 produces a gauge of66.37
'thou' which is right in the middle of the Kiusalas gauges used on Canadian stamps.) ·
C. To what extent did the pins penetrate the counterpart wheel?

The problem of penetration of the petforating pins into the counterpart wheel is
illustrated in Bemrose's Figure 12 (here reproduced as Figure 7). It shows full penetration
of those pins. That is, apart from some separation to allow the paper to pass between them,
the circumference of the petforating wheel taken at the base of the pins touches the
circumference of the counterpart wheel.

.

Kinematically, that would require the two circumferences to have the same speed, but,
because their diameters are different (see the measurements in B above) they would then
have to have different rotation rates. That is highly unlikely given the reasoning in D that
follows.
7

The accuracy in this particular calculation is subject to the notorious problem involving relatively
small differences in larger numbers. Any percentage error in the measurements of the latter is
multiplied in the small difference, in this case by a factor of about 10.
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If, on the other hand, the tips of the pins barely grazed the circwnference of the
collilterpart wheel, the diameters, that is those represented by (b) and (c') above, would have
to be equalood the kinematic requirement on peripheral speeds would imply the same (but,
of course, opposite) rotation rates.
Consider Figw-e 10 in which the pins on the perforating wheel penetrate the counterpart
wheel a distance 'p'. That wheel (radius 'r') has N pins in all, n of which are assumed to
be in contact with the counterpart wheel at any time. Analysis then shows that for 'p' much
less than 'r' (as is the case here) there follows the approximate relationship
1t

niN = lj5Tr

where n is approximately 3. 141 57.
IfN = 142 (as counted in Figure 5), r = 1.5 inches (see A. above) and penetration, p,
were the full pin length, i.e., 123 'thou', in B. above, then n is approximately 13; that is 13
pins are in contact with the counterpart wheel at any time. This compares closely to the
estimate of 14 to 16 made by Boggs apparently by a graphical analysis. This is no surprise
as his figure was constructed from the Bernrose diagrams.
Figure 10: Diagram showing partial penetration of the pins and the counterpart
wheel and the .elements for analysis.

n pins In
colltact at
any one

time

Counterpart
Wheel

D. But to how many paper thicknesses should ' p' correspond?
Physical construction of the pins and holes would always be a compromise. On the one
hand, substantial penetration would assure good, clean perforations and eliminate so-called
'blind perfs' . On the other hand, the greater the penetration the greater the angle between
the line of the pin and the line of its corresponding hole when they first meet (twice the
angle e in Figure 10). Furthermore, the greater that angle, the more wear on the counterpart

16
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wheel. 8 It is, therefore, likely that the penetration was at most one or two paper thicknesses.
This is also consistent with the frequent occurrence in these early issues of blind
perforations or perforations where the paper is still to be seen attached in the hole.
If that were the case, then with typical paper thicknesses of the period varying from 2

to 4.5 'thou', n would have been only 2 to 4 pins. This would also correspond closely to the

equal and opposite rotations menlloned in C. above.
Conclusions
The successive introduction of different gauges of perforations during the initial 1858
to 1867 period (see footnote 6) has given rise to much speculation on how those successive
perforating and counterpart wheels were actually constructed. Was their diameter fixed and
the number of holes changed to give different gauges, or was the number of holes fixed and
the diameter changed to alter the gauge?

From a manufacturing point-of-view, it is almost certain that it was the former. In early
British correspondence, there are a number of comments relating to the power required to
drive the perforating wheels9. The penetrating force required to drive the pins through the
paper apparently was considerable by 1860 standards and that force had to be sustained by
the bearings of the two shafts on which the perforating and counterpart wheels were
mounted - and transmitted through the gears (S and T in the Bernrose case). If the diameters
of the perforating and counterpart wheels subsequently were changed, it would have
required a fine adjustment in the separation of the two shafts. There is no evidence of any
such adjustment mechanism in the Bernrose diagrams and no reference to such in the text
of that patent.
And a final, although repeated, observation respecting the Kiusalas gauge.
Ifthewheels were specified using Imperial measure, that is in inches and 'thou', then
it would be reasonable to expect that the resulting separation of perforation holes would
correspond to that scale. If that were correct, then the use of the Kiusalas gauge with each
row of its dots spaced a fixed number of 'thou', e.g. 64, 65, 66, should normally produce
clear correspondence between the perforations and one of its rows of dots, while use of the
standard 2 ern gauge would result in the usual question in the viewer's mind: "To which of
these is it closestr' In the experience of the author in perfing over 900 Third Bill Stamps,
in almost all cases there was a natural ' fit' with the Kiusalas gauge and only a small handful
that gave rise to that type of question. The conclusion from such experience is almost
inescapable: the Kiusalas gauge 'fits' because it is that way. with that sort of scale that the
perforating equipment was manufactured in the first place.
A Final Lament.
The conclusion repeated above is still tentative to a degree because the evidence to
8 Apparently, the components that suffered greatest wear in a rotary perforator were the counterpart
wheels (not the pins) which had regularly to be changed. (Private communication from W. Wilson
Hulme.) The pins must have been made of harder metal than the counterpart wheel to produce
that wear - wluch also makes sense from the point of view of manufacturing.
9

See, for example, the footnote on page 562 of Williams and Williams [9], or letters #4: Perkins

Bacon & Co. To Mr. Edward Barnard, Agent-General for the Crown Colonies, Au~ust 21, 1856,
and #23:Perkins, Bacon & Co. To Bemrose & Sons, January 5, 1860, both in 'Grenada," to

which is prefixed an account ofthe perforations of the Perkins Bacon printed stamps of the British
Colonies, Stanley Gibbons Philatelic Handbooks, undated)
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support it is indirect, based in the case of this article on what was written and diagramed in
the Bemrosc potent. As has been noted above, what is needed for a full 'proof is either an
example of the actual machine used or, barring that, the detailed specifications to the metal
worker producing the perforating and counterpart wheels, that is the docwnents intemal 10
to the firm actually manufacturing the machines which directed their construction.
But, who actually manufactured the machines used in this period? Only a very late
(c. 1957) clue has been found. In an uncropped version of a photograph in Williams and

Williams [9] illustrating the layout and use of an L-perforator, the name "Adams" appears
on the frame of part of the setup. What firm is, or was this, and was it involved in
construction of the perforating machines about 1860?
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I o The correspondence oooceming the

introduction of perforating of stamps of British North America
in 1857 between UJC Canadian postal authorities and the finn ofToppan, Carpenter of Philadelphia
(e.g., Appendix H in Boggs' Postage Stamps and tire Postal History ofCanada, vol II [lOt) is
replete with comments on where the machine was being built, and problems in its imtial
manufacture and use. Once the machine was used to produce its first perforated stamps, however,
subsequent com::spondcncc makes no mention of perforating at all. lt ts reasonable to assume that,
with the possible exception of some concern should the stamps not separate properly or fall apart
(as was the case with the Archer perforations in Great Britain), the postal authorities were not
concerned at all with UlC details ofthc actual perforation eauges used on their stamps. Specification
of such details are, therefore, likely only to be found wathin the manufacturing sphere.
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A New Theory on Perforation Spacing
Bob Tomlinson
After reading all the available articles on perforating machines in Topics and Maple
Leaves, I have decided to add my thoughts to the discussion. I fully agree that any stamp
pcrfed by means of a line perforator would probably be spaced in thousandths of an inch.
As has been pointed out so many times, Canada was using the Imperial measure, until
relatively recently, and not the metric scale.
However when we consider rotary perforating machines a difficulty arises. If, as
previously surmised, the spacing of the pins had been determined by "x" thousandths of an
inch, as measured around the circumference, then when changing from, we'll say 0.063 to
0.064 inches, it is obvious, from the following, that the diameter of the wheels must have
been sli~hlly different to allow even spacing. This would of course prevented the wheels
from bemg mounted on a common shaft.
Let us assume the machinist is going to place 400 pins spaced 0.063 inches around a
wheel, this would result in a circwnference of25.20 inches or a diameter of 8.0214 ... inches.
If the spacing was changed to 0.064 the number of pins would be 393.75 so the diameter,
to get rid of the fractional pin, would have to be changed to 8.0061 ... If this calculation is
carried out for spacings ot 0.063 to 0.07 4 it turns out that only 400 pins (Kiusalas 63), or
360 pins (Kiusalas 70) or 350 pins (Kiusalas 72) etc. would fit evenly without changing the
diameter. The following table illustrates this effect.
Pins
400
393.75
386.69
381 .82
376.12
370.59
365.21
360
354.93
350
345.21
340.5

Spacing
0.063
0.064
0.065
0.066
0.067
0.068
0.069
0.700
0.071
0.072
0.073
0.074

Circ.
25.2
25.2
25.2
25.2
25.2
25.2
25.2
25.2
25.2
25.2
25.2
25.2

Even# Diameter
400
8.0214
393
8.0061
387
8.007 1
381
8.0042
376
8.0 189
370
8.0087
365
8.0 167
360
8.0214
355
8.0230
350
8.0214
345
8.0166
340
8.0086

A machinist has no convenient way to machine a wheel blank to a precise
circumferential length, because the circumference of a circle is equal to 1t x diameter. He
can however, machine the blank wheel to a precise diameter. This diameter will determine
the spacing between the two drive shafts on which the pin and hole wheels must be
mounted.
A further practical difficulty would be caused by having to measure the, let's say 0.063
distance, from the previous scribe mark defming the future hole. Since the mark must have
had some fmite width, a cumulative error would probably arise causing the last scribe mark
not to be precisely 0.063 from the first mark at the beginning of the circle. You can not
simply set a pair of dividers to 0.063 as you would then be measuring a chordal distance
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which is not the same as a circwnferential distance. Has all this convinced you thatlhis was
not the way that the wheels were constructed?
If a machinist or millwright were to be asked to fabricate a wheel with a number of pins
inserted around the circumference he would immediately consider it as a form of a gear.
There is a long history of gear construction beginning with the early clock makers. A gear
is specified by the number of teeth around the circumference and its diameter.

Figure 1: M achine for cutting clock-wheels, 1789. The teeth are cut by a rotary
cutte r in the wheel blank which Is mounted above the divided plate
(Reference (IJ, Figure 238, with permission of the Science Museum, London, U.K.)

The machinist must lay out the holes evenly around these wheels. He would do this,
in the 1850s, by means of an indexing plate (see Figure 1) [ I]. These indexing machines
were in use at least as early as 1789. They consisted of a large circular plate in which were
drilled coocentric rings of holes, each ring containing a different number of equally spaced
holes. Let us assume there were rings with 400 holes, 395 holes, 390 holes, etc. The gear
blank was temporarily mounted concentrically above this plate. If he chose to use the 400
hole ring he would place the stop mechanism in a hole, thus preventing the assembly from
making any radial movement, and a mark would be scribed on the edge of the gear blank.
If an actual gear was being produced a rotary cutter would be used to cut the tooth. The
index plate and the gear blank were then rotated until the next hole was in position and the
second scribe was made. This operation was continued around the gear blank until all the
"gear teeth" had been marked or cut. Presumably two gear blanks would have been scribed
simultaneously, both to be drilled with holes one for the perforation pins and the other for
the holes. One of the two would then have had the perforation pins mserted and the other
machined so that the paper chaff could fall through the holes.
BNA TOPICS I OCT-NOV-DEC 1997 / NO 4
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This method, of locating the holes, allowed differing numbers of pins to be located
around the circumference without any change in the diameter of the wheels. The pin wheels
must have all had the same diameter to allow mounting on a common shaft. This also
applies to the hole wheels.
Since we do not know the diameter of the wheels, nor the number of holes there were,
there is no way, today, of determining the exact perforation spacing. However using the
above technique on an 8.00 inch diameter wheel we would obtain the following:
Pins
400
395
390
385
380
375
370
365
360
355
350

Spacing
0.06283
0.06363
0.06444
0.06530
0.066 14
0.06702
0.06793
0.06886
0.06981
0.07080
0.07 181

Nearest Kiusalas#
63
64
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72

It would appear from these spacings that the original concept of measuring around the
circumference in increments of0.065, 0.066 etc. can be just as easily explained by the "gear
cutting" method.

When one looks at the original Benrose patent application the inference drawn would
be that the pins were quite long. This cannot be the case as the pins would not have been
able to enter the holes without bending first one way and then the other as the two wheels
rotated. If one thinks of what is happening it will be apparent that the pin that is on a line
through the centres of the two wheels can fit into the hole. However a ptn that is at an angle
of say I degree to the right is trying to fit into a hole that is facing I degree to the left thus
makmg a 2 degree error which would force the pin to bend. This bending would move
down the pin progressively, from the first engagement, to the centre line and then the whole
sequence would change the bend in the other direction, moving up the pin until it ftnally
exited the hole. This constant bending would soon cause the metal to fatigue and the pin
would break, if in fact the wheels could be forced together on initial assembly. This is one
reason for the complex involute shape of the teeth on a gear. I believe that the length of the
pins must have been approximately 4-5 thousandths of an inch as this would explain the
often incomplete punching of the very thick papers. Probably the holes would be drilled
slightly larger than the pin diameter or the holes could have been reamed to a slight taper
to alleviate the angular error mentioned above.
Acknowledgement
I wish to express my appreciation to the National Science Museum, London, U.K. for
permission to reproduce the fi gure shown on pg. 21
Reference
[ l] Gilbert K. R., "Machine Tools" in A History of Technology, Singer, Charles, Holland,
E. J., Hall, A. R. Editors, Oxford University Press 1954, Vol. IV, pp 421 .
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Canada's First Law Stamp Issue
E. Zaluski
Introduction

To adequately describe Canada's First Law Stamp Issue, this article has been separated
into fow- distinct parts. Part One provides basic infonnation about the stamps themselves.
Prut Two provides the background for Part Three, in that it describes both the method the
printing company used to apply perforations and how philatelists can accw-ately measw-e
them. Part Three identifies the v01ious separation and paper varieties that I know to exist
for this issue and assigns to them not only discrete identifYing "numbers" but also their
known ranges of serial-control numbers. And Part Four discusses the separation
measurement problems that arise when a "matching" rather than a "measuring" gauge is
used to identily the separation gauge present either on any individual stamp from this issue
or on the printing run from which it came.

Proof (on India)

Finished Stamp

PART ONE: The Stamps
Legislative Background.

By passing "The Supreme and Exchequer Cow-ts Act" (Federal Statute 38 Victoria,
Chapter II), the Canadian Government established in law the two named Cow-ts. To help
in their administration, this act also directed that court officials use law stamps to track
receipts, by affixing stamps to legal instruments in denominations matching the fees paid.'

I.

More detail on applicable legislation and fee structures can be found in Zaluski (1988), which
is the first of my seven reference manuals on Canadian Revenue Stamps.
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Basic: Information.
The First Law Stamp Issue comprises six values picturing Young Queen Victoria, each

line-engraved and intaglio-printed in blue by the British American Bank Note Company,
Montreal, using the "wet printing" method. Sheet fonnat for all six values was eight
columns by five rows, totalling 40 stam~s. Perforation was perfonned by two rotary
perforating machines of the Bernrose type positioned 90 degrees to each other in an "L"
fonnat; one machine applied the vertical perforations while the other applied the horizontal
(Williams 1971, pp. 509-514 and pp. 535-6).
After the sheets were perforated, red serial-control numbers measuring 3.5 millimetres in
height were applied sequentially from left to right starting in the top left comer. Because
of these serial numbers, it is possible-although difficult due to a lack of supply-to
reconstitute a printed sheet from single stamps. For philatelists who would like to identify
a stamp 's onginal position (or column), divide its serial number by forty (or eight), then
apply the result's "decimal remainder" to the following table.
Determining t he Sheet Loc:atlon of Serial-Numbered Stamps
Dec:lmal
Remainder
after Dividing
by Forty
I
Position on the
Sheet

Decimal
Remainder
after Dividing
by Eight /
Column on t he
Sheet

Position on a Sheet of 40 Stamp•, Formatted 8 x 5
0.025
I

0.05
2

0.075
3

0. 1
4

0.125

5

0.15
6

0.175
7

0.2
8

0.225
9

0.25
10

0.275
11

0.3
12

0.325
13

0.35
14

0.375
15

0.4
16

0.425
17

0.45
18

0.475
19

0.5
20

0.525
21

0.55
22

0.575
23

0.6
24

0.625
25

0.65
26

0.675
27

0.7
28

0.725
29

0.75
30

0.775
31

0.8
32

0.825
33

0.85
34

0.875

0.9
36

0.925
37

0.95
38

0.975
39

0.0
40

0.875
7

0.0
8

35

Position on a Sheet by Column,
One through Ei&bt
0.125
I

0.25
2

0.375
3

0.5
4

0.625

5

0.75
6

Duration and Jurisdictions of Use.
Initial issues appeared in 1876; the earliest known cancellation is dated in March of that
year. Each value continued to be used until stocks were exhausted; this means that for

values where consumption rates were low- note particularly the 20-cent value-usage
continued through the reign of succeeding Kings and Queens. The 10-cent value remained
in use until 1899, 20-cent value until 1967, 25-cent value until1917, 50-cent value until
2.
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The characteristics of the Bemrose-type rotary perforator and the perforations it applied arc
described later under "PART TWO: The Perforations and Their Measurement."
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1923, $1.00 value until 1902, and the $5.00 value until 1908. Although these stamps are
commonly referred to as "Supreme Court Law Stamps," the name is somewhat misleading
because stocks consumed by Ottawa's Supreme Court was only about 10 to 20 percent of
the total quantity printed while the various Exchequer Courts strategically located across
Canada consumed the remaining 80 to 90 percent. (On 01 June 1971, the Exchequer Court
was renamed to the Federal Court; shortly thereafter, available Exchequer Court files were
relocated to Ottawa for storage.)
IN PRIZE Issues.
Two of the three values still in use during World War One were overprinted IN PRIZE
for specific use in two cases brought before the "Prize Court" in Victoria (Esquimalt),
British Columbia. (By Governor General Proclamation issued on 22 August 1914, the Prize
Court was established under the Exchequer Court of Canada using the provisions of British
legislation.) One was the 20-cent value; total production comprised one sheet with each
stamp overprinted twice, once in purple and once in red. The second was the 25-cent value;
total production also comprised only one sheet but, this time, each stamp was overprinted
only once, in red. The court cases in which these stamps were used commenced in June,
I 916, and concerned the disposal of properties recovered from two captured, Germanowned ships, the Leonor and the Oregon.

More infom1ation on this and succeeding issues, and a detailed "story" about the creation
and use of IN PRIZE stamps, are contained in Zaluski (1988).
NewStamp Classifications. The presence of serial numbers adds some new stamp
"classifications" to the standard set, as follows:
Finished Stamp (or just
Stamp)
A stamp possessing a
serial control number.
Usually,
the
word
"finished" is not used
unless one specifically
wishes to confirm the
presence of a serial control
number.
Unfinished Stamp
A stamp identical to
those issued for normal use
except that it lacks its
intended se1ial control
number. Some philatelists
mistakenly call these items
proofs.
Specimen Cancel:
A written, punched or
overprinted cancel not
normally used to evidence
payment.
The most
common specimen cancels

Unfinished Stamp

Finished Specimen
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were applied with a rubber hand stamp; words like CANCELLED, REGISTERED, etc.,
were used.
Finished Specimen (or just Specimen):
A scrial-numhered stamp that is identical to those issued for normal use except that it
displays on its faoc a "specimen cancel" that was applied to insure that the item so cancelled
would not be used for the stamp' s original purpose. Many such items retain their original

gum.
Unfinished Specimen: An unfinished stamp displaying a specimen cancel.
Constant plate flaws. Constant plate flaws that can be easily seen are listed below.
Flaws present on all six values:
F I. Short vertical line next to the left frame 3.5 millimetres (mm) from the top.
F2. Solid colour dot 1.5 mm below lobe of Queen's ear.
F3. Small colour dot three mm above "s" of Cts on the cent values, or 1.5 mm above
the second "0" of".OO" on the dollar values.
Flaw present only on the I0-cent value:
F4. Short slanting line across two beads six mm left of Queen's nose.
Flaw present only on the $1 .00 value:
F5. Small colour dot just outside left border 12 mm from bottom.
Flaw present only on the $5.00 value:
F6. Small colour dot just below bottom border one mm from left side.
PART 1WO: The Perforations and Their Measurement
Ba1lc C haracteristics of a Bern rose-Type Perforator.
Canada's first law stamps were pertorated by two rotary perforators similar to the
original Bemrose design, placed together in an "L" format. 3 This machine's basic feature
was its usc of two wheels of equal diameter working together to apply one line of
perforations. At their outer perimeters, one wheel contained holes, the other contained pins.
Both wheels were securely mounted on different, parallel, vertically mounted shafts- pin
wheel on top, holed wheel on bottom- and the two wheels were engaged and rotated like
gears to apply a line of perforations (i.e. "line perforation") to any sheet of stamps passing
between (Williams 197 1, pp. 509-514; Boggs 1982, pp. 2- 10). Conclusion: To cater to the
eight-by-five format of stamps on a sheet, operators had to correctly space nine pairs of
matching wheels on the machine that applied the vertical perforations, and six pairs of
matching wheels on the machine that applied the horizontal perforations.
Paper Shrinkage.
Before a printed sheet could be perforated without danger of sticking and jamming, it
had to be " gwnmed, dried and pressed" (Boggs 1982, p. 18). Of these steps, note especially
the need to dry the sheets, a step that, for practical purposes, reduced and equalized the
moisture content of all sheets prior to perforation and practically eliminated any measurable
post-perforation "shrinkage." Conclusion: Measurable differences in the gauge of
perforation cannot be attributed to diJferences in the moisture content amongst various paper
stocks at the time of perforation.
3.
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A picture of a rotary perforator is shown on page 37 of this article.
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The Applied Gauge of Perforation.
In a Bemrose-type rotary perforator, there are two factors that influence the spacing
between (i. e., the gauge oQ applied perforations. Over a long span, the spacing between
perforations applied by one pair of wheels is directly related to the spacin~ between the
holes on that pair's bottom wheel. But over a short span, perforation spacmg to a lesser
extent is also related to the diameter of and spacing between the tips of adjacent pins on that
pair's top wheel. This is because the pins not only had to be flexible so that they could
"bend"-within limits, of course-to accommodate their counterpart holes, but also had to
possess slightly smaller diameters to ensure smooth entry into their counterpart holes
without jamming and breaking. As a consequence, the difference in pin-to-hole
diameters-which gradually increased with use as the pins wore-allowed some tolerance
regarding the location of where a pin punched through the area of its counterpart hole and
permitted very small differences in perforation spacing to occur over short distances.
Conclusion: Where irregularities in spacing between adjacent holes and pins on any
particular pair of wheels did exist, those irregularities would be reflected in the gauge of
perforation that was applied to the stamps.
EstabUshlng an Accurate Method of Measuring Separation.
Before discussing a stamp-issue's "gauge of separation," one needs to know that issue's
typical or expected measurement-what I call its Benchmark Separation (or
Peiforation}--and its margin of variability. To establish such a benchmark, I use the "Ruler
Method" (Zaluski 1992b). This method requires one to (1) count perforation holes or
perforation teeth along a sample's margin usmg a length as long as practical (such as the
length offered by a sheet or other large multiple of stamps), and starting and stopping the
measurement at the same "feature" (e.g. bottom centre of a perforation hole, centre of a
tooth, left edge ofa hole, etc. ), (2) use an accurate engineer's ruler to measure in millimetres
the length over which those perforation holes or teeth were counted, then (3) use the
following formula to determine that sample's perforation:

Perf

= Number of holes/teeth x 20

Length of measurement in millimetres

After taking measurements of a statistically significant number of representative
samples from a particular issue or printing, one establishes its Benchmark Perforations by
taking the arithmetic mean (i.e. average) of all such measurements, one vertically and one
horizontally. Where measurements reveal a "margin of variability," that fact is also
identified, along with its statistically significant value (Mendenhall 1972, p. 29).
After benchmark perforations and their expected margins of variability have been
established, one may safely "measure" the horizontal and vertical perforations on any single
stamp by using an Instanta gauge. The results are then compared with previously
established benchmarks and, if tolerance limits are not exceeded, the stamp is assigned the
applicable "benchmark perforation." But should a tolerance limit be exceeded, then the
stamp must be re-examined for spacing consistency along its complete margin and a
determination made as to whether the stamp is just an irregular perforation variety, or
whether it is truly a new variety deserving the assignment of its own "benchmark."
This "benchmark" method of measuring separation is especially applicable to small
single stamps (e.g.,: individual Canadian Bill Stamps, Small-Queen Postage Stamps, etc.)
perforated by a rotary perforation machine because minor perforation changes from the
norm make accurate measurement of stamps with small margin difficult and the results
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First Printing
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unreliable. For larger stamps or multiples where the length-of-edge is longer than the
horizontal span of an lnstanta gauge, one should measure a stamp's perforation with the
Ruler Method, cross-check it with the Instanta for validity, and finally compare it to that
issue's set ofknown, previously established benclunarks to identify its "fit".
PART THREE: The Paper and Separation Varieties
Young Queen Paper and Separation Varieties.
Five dilferent paper and four different separation varieties can be identified on Canada's
fu"St issue of law stamps. In order of appearance, these varieties are described below using
the same "suffix identifiers" that were originally created and assigned within the Canadian
Revenue Identification System (CARIS). Specifically, "P" means a specific gauge of
separation while "Y" means a specific type of paper!
The Flnt Printing:
Off-white, wove paper 0.08 mm thick. with a usually distinct horizontal mesh and, with
only a few exceptions, serial control numbers below 4480 (CARIS identifying suffix = Y I).
Initial use of stamps from this printing occurred in March, 1876. A graphical plot of 66
horizontal and 66 vertical perforation measurements taken of stamps from this printing

4.
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Note that these descriptive a11d easily remembered identifiers are used as suffixes that attach
themselves to a stamp's basic "number" to identify a specific variety. One example is
CAL I PI Y I: interpreting this combination of letters and numbers identifies the P I separation
variety and the Y I paper variety of Canadian Law Stamp (CAL) number one. The original
CARIS numbering techniques were described in the preface to my first reference manual
(Zaluski 1988).
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produced mound-shaped curves whose
arithmetic means5 were Perf 11 .96
horizontally and Perf 11.65 vertically.
Assuming that these measurements and
their
distribution
patterns
are
representative of the whole population,
then the Empilical Rule of statistics
(Mendenhall 1972, p. 44 )6 states that the
range within which any random
measw-ement should fall with a statistical
probability of 95 percent (i.e. no more
than one measurement in 20) is Perf
11.89 to 12.03 holizontally and Perf
11.56 to 11.74 vertically.
For
convenience, future references to the PI
benchmark will use the abbreviated form
ofPerf 12.0 x 11.7.

Thin Paper Printing
Distribution of Measurements
8

0

II~

II
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Perf Measurements

Thin Paper Printing:
Thin, transparent wove paper 0.70 mm thick, with a distinct vertical mesh and a
distinctly mottled appearance when viewed from the back (suffix= Y2). Initial use of s 6
tamps from this printing occurred around or shortly after February 1884. Using techniques
identical to those described above for PI, and because the horizontal and vertical perforation
measurements of stamps from this printing were practically identical, a graph of 56
combined measurements produced a mound-shaped curve whose arithmetic mean was
12.15 (suffix = P2) and a range that any random measurement should fall with a statistical
S.

A sample's arithmetic mean is an estimate of the population's arithmetic mean. And the more
measurements one has, the more accurate the estimate becomes.

6.

An example of applying statistical formulas and analytical methods to, aay, an "x" number of
measurements-n(l), n(2),n(3), ... n(x)-are as follows:

Arithmetic mean (Y) is the sum of a set of measurements divided by the number of

measurements in the set.

n(l) + n(2) + n(3) ... + n(x)

y

=

-------------X

Varia11ce (V) of a set of"x" measurements is the average of the squared deviations of those
measurements from their arithmetic mean.
[n( I)- y] 1 + [n(2)- y] 1 + [n(3)- y] 1 ••.•. [n(x)- y] 1

v-

X

Standard Deviation (S) of a set of measurements is the positive square root of the variance.

S = Square root ofV
Most distributions of measurements encountered in real life are "mound" (i.e. Gaussian)
shaped, and it is assumed that the perforation measurements quoted here fall in this category.
To such distributions, the Empirical Rule states that:
A. The range from Y -S to Y +S will contain approximately 68% of all measurements,
B. The range from Y-2S to Y+2S will contain approximately 95% of all measurements
(which is the "one in twenty" range used in this article), and
C. The range from Y-3S to Y+3S will contain approximately 97.7% of all
measurements.
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probability of 95 percent is Perf 12.07 to 12.23. For convenience, futW"e references to the
P2 benchmark will use the abbreviated form of Perf 12.2.

Toned Paper Printing:
Toned, wove paper 0.08 mm thick, with either no mesh or just a faint vertical mesh that
gives a "smooth" appearance. This variety is known only on the I0-cent value. Initial use
of stamps from this printing occurred around or shortly after February 1887. Two
benchmark separations are found on this paper, one is common, being Perf 11.8 x 12.1
(suffix = P3), and one is rare, being Perf 12.1 on all foW" sides (suffix= P4). (A lack of
supply prevented a proper statistical evaluation of perforations applied to this printing; as
a result, the quoted benchmarks are subject to futW'e refinement.)
White Paper Printing:
Distinctly white paper 0.80 mm thick (suffix = Y4). Initial use of stamps from this
printing occurred around or shortly after August 1892. Using techniques idenhcal to those
described above for PI, and because the horizontal and vertical perforation measW"ements
of stamps from this printing were practically identical, a graph of 72 combined
measW"ements produced a mound-shaped CW'Ve whose arithmetic mean was 12.08 (suffix
= P4) and a range that any random measW"ement should fall with a statistical probability of
95 percent is Perf 11 .99 to 12.17. For convenience, futW'e references to the P4 benchmark
will use the abbreviated form of Perf 12.1.
White Paper Printing
Dittrfbutlon of Mea1urtment1
8
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0 1/

Perf Meaturtmentl

The Last Printing:
Poorer-quality, yellowish wove paper 0.80 mm thick, together with high serial control
numbers (suffix = Y5). This last vanety is known only on the $1 .00 value. Initial use of
stamps from this printing occurred around or shortly after Janu~ 1896. Initial ~rforation
measurements of this printing seem to indicate that there might be a small difference in
~auge between the horizontal and vertical perforations. But because the arithmetic means
m both directions are very close to the Perf 12.08 quoted for P4, that same benchmark has
been assigned for now. (A lack of supply prevented a proper statistical evaluation of
perforations applied to this printing; as a result, the quoted benchmark is subject to futW"C
refinement For those interested in the arithmetic averages I have calculated so far, they are
Perf 12.13 x 12.06; both were determined from only ten measurements taken from five
available stamps.)
Serial-Control-Number Ranges.
The next table reflects the author's latest knowledge of serial-control-number ranges
that apply to each paper and separation variety.
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Young Queen Law Stamp Serial Control Numbers
Known Ranges of Serial Control Numbers
<- - For Paper and Perforation Varieties, by Sufl"tx ## -->

PlY I
CARIS
No.
Val Low
CALl

P2Y2

P4YJ

P4Y4

0.10 0001 4240 452 1 8640 8921 12120
••

17241 32880
11401 11640

0.20 0001 3960 5121 7200
7121 7160 <-

(-

...

11161 13200

..

CAL3

0.25 0001 4440 4481 10720

11401 14960

CALA

0.50 0001 4440 4681 9000

9201 13120

c-

7121 7160
CALS

••
9401 12960

1.00 0001 4400 4921 8680
13041 15680

CAL6

P4Y5

Hi Low Hi Low Hi Low Hi Low Hi Low Hi

12361 12400 12601 17000 <CAL2

PJYJ

c- ••

15721 2308(
9881 13640

5.00 0001 4560 5001 9680

IN PRIZE Overprints of 1916:
CAL29 0.25

###-) 13961 14000

CAL33 0.50

### -

) 10081 10120

• • For a pm1icular variety, the existence of two serial-control-number ranges implies
that some sheets fiom that printing had been left unnumbered, only to be added to stocks
later when larger serial-control numbers were being applied.
• • • For 10-cent values printed on Y3 paper, the serial-control-number range for P4
perforation varieties ( 1140 1- 11640) falls within the known range for P3 varieties.
## P1 =Perf 12.0x 11.7; P2=Perf 12.2; P3=Perf 11.8 X 12. 1; P4=Petf 12.1.

### Only one sheet of two values was overprinted IN PRIZE, both on Y4 paper. Only
about a dozen copies of each overprinted value are known to exist. CAL29 ~arries two
IN PRIZE overprints, one in purple and one in red. CAL33 carries only one IN PRIZE
overprint, in red.
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Irregularly Perforated Stamps.
When the $5.00 stamp numbered
0 197 was loaned to me for study, I
made the following measurements:
Along both the top and bottom
horizontal edges, I measured the
perforations to be 12.0. Along the
left vertical edge, I measured the
perforations in the top third at
II. 97~ the middle third at 11.76,
and the lower third at 12.0. And
along the right vertical edge, I
measured the perforations in the top
two-thirds at 11.48 and the lower
third at 11.62.

The difference in perforation
spacing along the vertical margins
of this $5.00 stamp demonstrates
that the holes placed on wheels
manufactured for rotary perforators
need not have been precisely and
equally spaced.
Where such
variability can be identified, that
stamp can be labelled an Irregular
Perforation variety. For a more
detailed discussion of this stamp,
see Zaluski (1992a).

11 Pl:rft, 30.0 mm
Perf 12.0

U Perf•
73.9 mm
P1:rf 11.91

18 Perf•. 30.0 mm
Perf 12.0

The $5.00 Stamp Numbered 0197
PART FOUR: The Perforation Measurement Controversy
The Contn.versy IdentiOed.
Some philatelists believe and have recorded in their writings ( 1) that two perforatingwheel des1gns, each with different spacing between their holes, were used to apply
perfomtions to the vertical margins oflaw stamps from the first printing, one wheel applying
perfomtions measuring Perf 11.58, the other 11.7 5, (2) that these two measurements can be
found on coincident sides of stamps originating from the same "column" of stamps on a
sheet, and (3) that the existence of these two distinct measurements are supported by
measurements taken with the IGusalas gauge. With these beliefs, I disagree, and what now
follows are my arguments to support an alternate theory.
Magnitude and SigniOcance of Perforating Task.
It is important to note that the time taken to perforate each printing of Canada's First
Law Stamp Issue was minimal. For example, the stamps whose serial numbers belong to
the first printing-and the stamps under study in this final section-took less than three
hours to perforate if one assumes no breakdowns. This time was determined by applying
the perforating capacity of the rotary perforator of 250 sheets per hour (Bog~s 1982, p. 18)
against the first printing's total production quantity of about 650 sheets. Sinularly, the other
printings of this issue took different but comparably small lengths of time to perforate. But
the most significant aspect ofthese perforating tasb is that their finite size and relatively
fast completion times created a "consistent and comparable set ofevidence" (i.e., a "snap
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shot") regarding the petforations that perforating wheels applied at the different times
each printing was perforated By this I mean that Canada's Law Stamp issues provide us

with an environment almost ideal for studying the characteristics of early perforatmg wheels
because:
a.

there is only a very minimal likelihood that perforating wheels were moved or
replaced with others possessing different characteristics during any one of these
perforating tasks,

b.

the time-limited perforation times provide time-coincident and highly comparable
examples that cannot be duplicated by any other stamp issues-such as Canada's
Postage or Bill Stamps- because all such stamps were produced in larger
quantities over greater lengths of time, and

c.

the large margins present on law stamps make the taking of measurements easier

and their results more accurate (and therefore more significant) than any taken
from smaller stamps.
Determining Perforations with a Measuring Gauge.
Measuring gauges in use prior to 1944 were "matching" and not "measuring" types.
Correct use required a comparison ofa sample's perforations against pre-determined scales
on that gauge to find the one that most closely "matched" (i.e., approximated) that sample's
perforations. Such gauges produced many sizeable, significant errors, and perforations
quoted as 11 Y,, 12, 12\1,, etc., (i.e., perforations rounded to the nearest one-half) are
approximations only, are accurate only to plus or minus 0.25, and are typical of early
measurements upon which little reliance for accuracy can be placed. To resolve this
problem, the Jnstanta gauge was invented and patented by E.P. Rang, and first marketed by
Robson Lowe in 1944. This ~auge is a true "measuring" gauge, and careful use can
accurately differentiate to within one-fortieth of a perforation within two centimetres
(Williams 1971, p. 521 ). Recently, a very expensive gauge developed by SAFE can
electronically measure perforations to within three digits of accuracy. Both the Instanta and
the SAFE, being "measuring" gauges, are far superior to any "matching" gauge.
Determining Perforations with the Kiusalas Gauge.
1be Kiusalas gauge-a matching type restricted to eleven scales of measurement- was
developed on the following assumptions: ( 1) perforating-wheel dimensions quoted within
specifications (or "blueprints") sent to manufacturers were stated in "thousands" of an inch,
and (2) perforating-wheel manufacturers rigidly followed these specifications, in that the
holes placed on a wheel were not only equally spaced but also separated in exact
thousands of an inch. Using these assumptions, and if one assumes-as many writers
have-that the circumference of rotary perforating wheels were exactly 6. 75 inches (Boggs
1956, page 17), spacing calculations for a number of wheel types and their conversion to
Kiusalas measurements are shown in the next table.
When describing the use of a Kiusalas gauge, RD. Leith (1993) states, and I agree, that
"Tile Kiusalas Gauge forces the user to choose from a fixed scale of perforation dots. The
differences between each Kiusalas number is sufficiently small that when measuring a
stamp, it is quite easy to make a minuscule stamp shift to credibly fit an intermediate
Kiusalas value exactly on a Kiusalas number. This translates into a whopping 0.09 metric
units on an Instanta Gauge where routine measurement tolerances are 0.03 (0.01 if a ten
power glass is used). "
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Spacing Calculations based on
Wheel Circumference of6.75 Inches
True Measurements

KJusalas Approximation•

No. of
Holes on
Wheel

BetweenHole
Spacing*

Measurement
Equivalent
(Metric)

98

0.06888

99

Kiusalas
Scale

BetweenHole
Spacing#

Measurement
Equivalent
(Metric)

11.43

69

0.069

11.41

0.06818

11 .55

Nil

100

0.06750

11.67

68

0.068

11.58

101

0.06683

11.78

67

0.067

11.75

102

0.06618

12.90

66

0.066

11.93

103

0.06553

12.02

Nil

104

0.06490

12.13

65

0.065

12.11

• Between-hole spacing is shown in inches; it is calculated by dividing the wheel's
circwnference of 6.75 inches by the nwnber of holes on that wheel.
# Kiusalas "rounds" measurements to the nearest thousands of an inch.

Because of this latter limitation, Mr. Lussey ( 1993, p.27) has stated that the function
ofthe Kiusalas gauge "is to identify, not to measure, perforation." In this, he means that a
perforation that "fits" a specific dot-separation pattern- which is a measurement in
itself- identifies a wheel that contained holes around its circumference spaced in increments
of exactly 1/1()()Oih of an inch. But despite the crudeness of a KiusaJas measurement, Mr.
Lussey continues to translate Kiusalas scales into precise gauges of perforation-such as
Kiusalas scale 68 into Perf 11 .58, Kiusalas scale 67 into Perf 11.75, etc. This conversion
(to two-decimal precision) is not only inappropriate but also misleading to all readers who
may not be familiar with the Kiusalas gauge's limitations and its mability to identity
perforation sizes other than one of its eleven possibilities.
Perforation VariabiUty.
Mr. Luc;sey (1996 and 1989) provided pictorial examples to demonstrate that 11 .58 and
11 .75 perforation measurements exist on Canada's first law stamp issue. His information
is swnmarized in the following table. (Note that for the eight horizontal stamps on a sheet,
there are nine lines of vertical perforations.)
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Lu11ey'1 KJuaalu-Gauge Perforation Meuurementl
for Canadian Law Stamp'• Fin t Printing
Perforation Column

<

Value/
SerNo.

2

I

4

3

5

6

11.75

11.58

)

7

8

9

Stated Measurement. (Lu11ey 1993):
$5 0187

11.58

11.58

$5 0197

Stated Measurements (Lussey 1989):
5¢0089

11.75

11.58

50¢ 009 1

11.58

11.75

10¢ 1444

11.58

11 .75

25¢0964

11.75

11.58

$5 0062

11.58

50¢2591

11.75
11.75

20¢0024

11.58
11.75 11.58

Stated Mea1urement1 (Lu11ey 1996):
20¢ Unfinished Stamp *

11.58

11 .75

11.58

$1.00 Unfmished Stamp *

11.75

11.58

11.75

X

X

X

Perforation Inconsistencies • •

X

X

• An unfinished stamp is one that is identical to an issued stamp except that it lacks a
serial control nwnber.

•• X identifies colwnns in a sheet where Mr. Lussey, with his Kiusalas gauge, bas
identified the existence of both Perf 11.58 and Perf 11.75.
Even if the illustrations for the last two examples in the above table (Lussey 1996) do
not exactly match the size of the actual stamps. the differences beiWeen measuremenu taken
from adjacent sides are reliably comparable I therefore applied the Ruler Method in an
attempt to confirm Mr. Lussey' s nwnbers. My results are quoted in the following table.
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Perforation Measurements of Pictured Specimens (Luuey 1996)
Top Example
20¢ Unfinished Stamps

Bottom Example
$1.00 Unflnllhed Stamps

No. of
Hole•

Span
lnCm

Perf
Size

No. of
Hole!

Span
inCm

Perf
Size

Horizontal at top

42.0

71.0

I 1.83

45.0

75.5

I 1.92

Horiz at bottom

45.0

76.0

I 1.84

46.5

78.0

I 1.92

Vert at left

40.0

69.1

I 1.58

42.0

72.0

I 1.67

Vert at centre

42.0

72.6

I I .57

41.0

70.3

11 .66

Vert at right

41.0

71.1

I 1.53

42.0

72.0

I 1.67

Measurement
Location

From these measurements,' one can deduce that all fall within what I consider to be
nonnal variability limits for stamps of this issue. Furthermore, the ruler method applied to
the seven stamps listed in the table titled Lus1ey's Kiu1alaa-Gauge Perforation
Measurement. under "Stated Measurements (Lussey 1989)" produced similar results.
Conclusion: The small differences in vertical measurements of the examples ~uoted by
Lusscy (except for the $5.00 value numbered 0 197) do not, in my opinion, qualify any of
them as perforation varieties, nor do the measurements point to the use of perforating wheels
posscssmg specific and very precise spacings between perforation holes. Instead, they
demonstrate the dangers of using the Kiusalas gauge to measure the perforations of firstissue law stamps whose mean of Perf I I.65 falls almost exactly between the two Kiusalas
scales of 67 and 68 and forcing a user to choose one. Then, to compound the error even
further, the two Kiusalas scales are frequently and inappropriately converted into the very
misleading, two-<lecimal-precision measurements of either Perf 11 .75 or 11.58 respectively.
For confirmation, readers are invited to use the Ruler Method to measure and compare
the perforation spacing on adjacent sides of not only any first-issue law stamps that they may
own, but also all illustrations provided by Mr. Lussey ( 1989 and 1996), and reach their own
conclusions.
Errors in Kiusalas Hypothesis Regarding the Spacing of Perforations.

So far, I have described the logic for creating the Kiusalas gauge, described its
limitations, and demonstrated how it leads to erroneous readings. Now, let me state my
belief that the assumptions upon which Kiusalas-gauge development was based are also
invalid.
First, Boggs stated that his calculations (and those of many following authors) regarding
the gauge of perforation that were applied by early North American rotary perforating
machines were based on the assumption that "the stamps perforated by American banknote
companies were perforated on machines with wheels of the same diameter as that illustrated
7
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Measurements taken of both illustrations indicate a ~igh probability that at least the illustrated
pair of20-<:ent unfinished stamps is slightly larger than the originals.
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in Figure 5" of the original Bemrose patent, namely, 6.75 inches (Boggs 1982, p.l9). But,
to my knowledge, no perforating wheels from machines of this period have survived so that
their dimensions could be verified. Furthermore, Boggs also stated that the rotary
perforators placed in use in North America were not exact copies of the original Bemrose
design but rather were only modelled after them (Boggs 1982, p. 18). This statement was
supported by an accompanying illustration that was taken from a descriptive article that
origmally appeared in Harper's magazine of February, 1862. This illustration, a portion of
which is reproduced here in larger size to enhance the detail, was also reproduced by Boggs
( 1982, p. 18) and Williams (197 1, page 534); this illustration clearly shows not only that
lhe overall design does not coincide with the diagrams in the original Bemrose patent, but
also the top perforating wheels are at least five inches in dianteter and at least 15.7 inches
in circumference (Editor's Note: For a different interpretation of the scale in the same
picture see R.A. Johnson, page 15 in this Issue of Topics) . Conclusion: The assumption
that the circumference of rotary perforating wheels manufactured in North America was
6.75 inches in diameter is not based on factual evidence and is therefore inappropriate.
Second, Boggs also stated that "the pins and counterpart holes did not engage at every
rotation of the wheels but only about every seventh rotation" ( 1982, p. 16). But it was stated
in the patent and confirmed by Boggs that "the diameter of the counterpart wheel is equal
to the diameter of the perforating wheel measured from tip to tip of pins" (Boggs 1982,
p. 4). And, in its written description of the machine's "modus operandt," the patent clearly
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stated that both wheels were anchored to their shafts by set screws, and that the shafts were
rotated by means of equally sized gears turned by treadle power (Boggs 1982, p. 9). This
means that the anchored and equally sized gears turning equally sized wheels ensured that
a pin did engage the same counterpart hole at every rotation. Conclusion: The spacing
between holes on a perforating wheel-and therefore the spacing between the petforations
that it applied-did not need to be exactly and equally spaced because the pins could be
aligned (i.e. bent)- within limits of course-to fit their counterpart holes.
Third and probably the easiest to see and understand, the perf-gauge variability found
on the stamps themselves (i.e., the empirical evidence provided by the stamps and depicted
in the previously displayed perf-frequency graphs and the previously described $5.00 stamp
numbered 0 197) strongly implies that manufacturing tolerances were not maintained to the
Ill OOOth ofan inch. Instead, the empirical evidence clearly shows that ( I ) small differences
in perforation spacing do exist not only between different stamps, but also over short
distances along one edge of some individual stamps, and (2) the perf-spacing variability is
mostly caused by similar variability in the between-hole spacing on the perforating wheels
themselves. This ofcourse destroys the basic assumption behind the Kiusalas gauge and its
"precise" (and limited number of) measw-ement scales.

Final Conclusion.
Perf-spacing calculations based on assumptions pertaining to the size of the perforating
wheels and the number of holes/pins that they may have contained are unsubstantiated and
misguided. Instead, I believe that the only proper method of determining the gauge of
perforation on stamps perforated by a machine whose "dimensions" cannot be physically
measured is by studying the empirical evidence provided by the stamps themselves. Whilst
doing so, one needs to use practical and "accurate" method ofmeasuring perforations,
such as the one described in a previous paragraph under the sub-title "EatabUablng an
Accurate Method ofMeuurlng Separation."
·
Comments are welcome. Write to me at the following address: Edward Zaluski, 26%
Flannery Drive, Ottawa, On. K 1V 8M2.
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FAX:(403) 264-5287 PHONE: (403) 237-5828
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Until
Next Year
Letter Writing
and the Mails
in the
Can ad as,
1640-1830
Jane E. Harrison
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175 pp. with 88 blw lllus.
and 8 colour photos

easily, by e-mail, fax and phone - in a variety of ways- we
communicate with distant friends, family and associates, and we
think nothing of it.
Canadians in the past knew a very different world. Over long distances, in all sorts of weather and amidst the dangers of war, pirates
·and myriad other hazards, the growing colony of Canada was entirely dependent upon letters to communicate news, commerce,
loneliness or desire. To carry each letter to its destination, correspondents had to rely on ad hoc, unofficial and occasional opportunities,
as well as upon the efforts of friends, travelers and members of the
society at large. Letters were precious possessions, their arrival anxiously anticipated, often for months.
Until Next Year recreates this exciting and engaging world, when
writing a letter was considered an art and when creating paper itself
took the patience and skill of a seasoned artisan. Using the private
letters of Canadians and their correspondents, Harrison details how
letters were written, how they were delivered, who wrote them and
why. Beyond the letters themselves, this story is amply enriched
with an abundance of maps, photographs and prints.
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Map Stamp Chronology- Part 111 (through 1897)
Bill Pekonen
Chronological Events - Summary
The campaign for Imperial Penny Post started many years before Mulock became
Postmaster General of Canada. Depending upon the point of view, his role in the story
could be considered as either a pawn used by British Post Office officials in a much bigger
game with higher stakes than applied to Canada, or as a Canadian political opportunist who
recognized a "win-win" situation at home when he saw one-or, maybe a combination of
both.

But regardless of one's point of view, the undisputed fact is that the Map Stamp is a
production worthy of greater interest. Some collectors of that day, and even of today, ignore
this stamp because it does not appeal to their sense of aestheti~ beauty. Some believe it to
be an "ugly" stamp. Some collectors believe it to be a messy printing production because
of all the anomalies, and even this writer is inclined to agree. Others are attracted to the
stamp as if it were an "ugly duckling." In that respect, it represents the differences between
interests held by stamp collectors as a group. Yet, in spite of all the differences of opinion,
the bottom line is that the Map Stamp represents a turning point in the philatelic history of
Canada. For that reason alone, it is important.
The idea for a unifonn penny post within the British Empire was proposed by the 1838
British Postal Committee, and repeated again in the British Parliament in the budget speech
of 1839. This is the same speech which introduced the first postage stamp to be issued by
Great Britain.

Much was said by many people over the years before the uniform penny post became
a reality in 1898 - sixty years later. (This writer can't help but comment on how this can
also represent why mail delivery can be so slow!)
The reform activity was summed up in an 1895 article in the The Saturday Review [1] :
"For some years past, everyone has been familiar with the idea of a single British
postal district, coextensive with the Empire, within which a letter shall be franked for
any distance -one, ten or ten thousand miles - for a penny, just as a newspaper is now
for a half-penny."

One must pause a moment here to reflect on that statement. A newspaper was being
sent arotmd the world from London for the postage fee of one half-penny. A newspaper, by
weight, was many times the weight of a letter envelope. This point of logic should be kept
in mind One cover in my collection shows the special London newspaper cancel, is dated
14 5 95 (May 14, 1895), and franked with a half-penny stamp (Unitrade #Ill). It is only
logical to ask the question: ifprinted matter could be sent for a half-penny, wlzy would it cost
five times as much to send a flfSt class Jetter?
An article in the London Time.s dated February 11, 1893 stated:
" ....in 1890, which was the time when the question of Imperial Penny Postage and
of a reduction generally in the postage between Great Britain and the colonies was
attracting a good deal of public attention...."
I. Part I appeared in BNA Topics, Vol. 54, No. 3, pg. 23-34 ( 1997); Part III will appear in Vol. 55, No. 1.
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A motion in the British House of Commons on April 8, 1893 stated that postage:
"for the transmission oftetters from the UK to all parts of the British Empire should
be reduced to one penny per half ounce." [2]

The Saturday Review article (September 28, 1895) [I] sununarized the event thus:
"As speakers on both sides of the House were of one opinion, it was not necessary

formally to pass the Re90lution: the Houses accepted Sir William Harcourt's word
that the Reform would be carried out. From that day to this, however, nothing has
been heard...."

The article then continued with a statement that Canada had also accepted the idea of
the Imperial Permy Post. This statement was made many months before Mulock was
appointed Postmaster General.
What was the reason for the delay in implementing the permy post system? The
Saturday Review article [I] concluded with this reasoning:
" .... because the permanent staff at the Post Office are as bitterly opposed to Imperial
Penny Postage, as their predecessors were to Inland Penny Postage, and their
influence is all powerful with their political chief, that "transient phantom" styled
Postmaster General. They do not deny their bias. Mr. Buxton Forman has published
with much gusto the fact that his former chief, Sir S. Blackwood, was a foe to the
rcfonn . ... A few years ago our postal officials even expressed the opinion that the old
rates of5d and 6d to the colonies....were fair and reasonable."

The Saturday Review [I] then stated:
"In this case, public opinion has been outrageously flouted ."

and then made this suggestion:
"What we have to do is to get the Duke of Norfolk to send an official request to the
Colonial Postmasters Oeneral, that they will as9Cnt to our extending our Inland Penny
Postage to letters addressed to the colonies."

That action was taken almost two years later on September 23, 1897 after a five year
agreement period with Australaisa had expired.
Another pers~tive on the situation can be found in the postal records of the United
States [3]. The Uruted States Postmaster General Hon. Mr. Wanamaker, in the 1891 armual
report, traces the ocean vessel subsidy system back to 1789, and prepared a commentary
over the intervening I02 years. He claimed that the United States had the smallest subsidy
for ships canying mail. In the previous year, the United States Post Office paid US$23, 163
while the British Government IS said to have paid US$ 1,289,623 (almost 56 times as much).
It can be concluded from that perspective that it appears that the British Post Office
officials were using postal revenues to subsidize the operation of the steamboat lines. It is
possible to conclude that the letter writers were unwilling victims of the ocean vessel
commercial contest between Great Britain and the United States.

The same U.S. report stated that the cost ofsending a letter overseas was one cent (U.S.
funds). The argument used by British Post Office officials is that a one permy (two cents
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U.S.) rate would produce great losses. The U.S. officials believed that the UK officials were
sending false messages in their attempts to block postal reform.
The notes produced by the BNAPS Map Study Group are another source of further
information. Readers are also referred to the book written by Ron Winmill [4]. Along with
additional information, that book contains a list of the rates and usages involving the Map
Stamp.
The following information traces the events that preceded the introduction of the 1898
Map Stamp by Canada.
Before 1800
"Then, wtder an Act approved by George III, the masters of every ship bowtd for
the East Indies. the Cape, Ceylon and Mauritius were compelled to carry mail free

of charge on behalf of the post office." [5, p 104]
1830s
Postal Committee of 1838 [6]

" ....That in the interests of the revenue they would recommend an immediate two
penny rate with an ultimate penny rate..."
Extract from Budget Speech of 1839 - British House of Commons - relating to the
introduction of the Penny Post [6].
" .. .it only remains for me to move the resolution, which is as follows: "thaqit is
expedient to rcduoc the postage to one uniform rate of I d, subject to regulations "'ith
respect to weight to be hcrealler fixed ..." and "...I conscientiously believe that the
public run less risk ofloss in the proposition of a penny postage than it would under
a two penny postage."
1840s

May, 1840 - Domestic Penny Postage introduced in Great Britain.
A British Act passed conferring distinct authority upon the Postmaster General to
establish posts in any of Her Majesty's Colonies and to fix the rate of colonial postage [7].
1845 -World's frrst engraved multi-coloured stamp produced by Basel, Switzerland
(# 3L I - black, crimson and blue) [8, p 85].

1846 - Australia and New Zealand given power of laws to regulate post offices.
1848 - "What appears to have been the first pamphlet on 'Ocean Penny Postage' issued
by Elihu Burritt (New Britain, Conn. USA) was probably published at the end of 1848 or
early in 1849" [9, p 179]. The ocean rate was defmed as that part of the total fee which
applied to the ocean journey only. The formula viewed by Burritt was one third domestic
inland postage; one third ooean journey; and one third domestic rate in the receiving cowttry,
or a total of3 pennies (six cents) [9].
184 9 - power to regulate postal rates transferred to Australia and New Zealand post
offices.
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1850•

1851 - The Province of Canada produced a 3 pence stamp depicting the beaver in the
design instead of the reigning monarch. First animal to appear on a stamp [8, p 86).
1851 - New Brunswick and Nova Scotia introduced stamps with a geometric design
rather than depicting the sovereign.
1852 - British Guiana issued a stamp depicting a ship and the motto of the Colony,
instead of showing the head of the soveretgn.
Mar 16, 1853 - Petitions advanced by H. Glass and others of Sarnia to the Ontario
Legislative Assembly requesting an Ocean Penny Post (4).
I 857 - Newfoundland produced various stamps depicting a geometric design.

1860s

May I 5, I 860 - New Brunswick produced stamps depicting a locomotive (first in the
world [8]) and a steamship.
"The British Post Office took over entire control of ocean mail on April 1, 1860 from
the British Admiralty" [5, p 102).

1865 - Newfoundland produced a series of stamps commemorating the codfish and the
harp seal industries (first in the world to show marine life [8, p 86]).
I 867 - Power to regulate postal rates transferred to Canada.

Apr. 26, I 869 - The question of domestic penny post raised in the Canadian House of
Commons [4).

1870•

1874 - Berne Postal Convention established in September. The agreement for an
international mail rate equivalent to 2Y,d per half ounce came into effect July 1, 1875.
Britain participated, but British colonies did not (5).
Canada and India included in General Postal Convention [7).

Dec. 31, 1876 -British ship mail subsidy contracts with Cunard, Inman and North were
terminated and a new scheme based on weight ofcorrespondence was developed by the Post
Office [5].

1880•

1886 - John Hermiker Heaton elected M.P. in Britain and began his unrelenting
campaign to establish an ocean penny post rate [5).
1889 - reported subsidies paid by Great Britain to steamship companies during 1889
were US$3,210,434 [3), and the amounts paid to ships in the Pacific Ocean were Britain
US$1,289,623 and United States US$23,163.
T.L. James, late postmaster at New York and afterwards United States Postmaster
General wrote in the Forum of October 1889:
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"It is time we had cheaper ocean postage. I think that the letter rate of ocean postage
should be reduced to two cents an ounce, and that newspapers and periodicals from
the office of publications should be carried for one cent per pound."

1890

"John Henniker Heaton's constant criticism resulted in a technical defeat of
the Government and the Post Office which in 1890 announced that letters for
overseas would come down to 2 !4d in those cases where the rate exceeded
this figure." [5, p 110)
Differences ofopinion arose as to whether Britain could impose a one penny rate upon
colonies. [6, 7]
"The law officers (Great Britain) advised that the Imperial government was

not entitled to established such lower rates of postage (sea post) either with
foreign countries or with parties to the Convention, but that it could establish
postal rates with colonies not parties to the Convention without regard to the
regulations of the Postal Union."
This opinion opened the door to implementing the ocean penny postage rate within the
British Empire, but the Post Office officials did not do so in spite of public opinion.
1891
The Vienna Postal Congress of 1891 concluded July 4 [10). ln·order to permit
Australia to join the UPU, a special deal was made by British Post Office officials. Some
critics thought that the deal was cooked up to prevent the ocean penny postage scheme from
being implemented. A guarantee was given by British Post Office Officials at the Congress
to maintain the 2!4d ocean rate, and " ... that the 2 !4d rate should not be modified until after
the next meeting of the Congress (in 1897)." Australia and New Zealand became members
of the UPU effective October 1, 1891 , under the condition "that the sea rates... are to be
maintained at the present fixed rate, unless revised by the Congress."

The following declaration was read to the Congress by the representatives of
Australasia [ 10]:
"In pursuance of the instructions of our representative Governments, we, the
undersigned, declare that Australasia will enter the Universal Postal Union on the
conditions arranged with the Sub-Committee of the 22nd of May, 1891, namely, that
these Colonies shall enjoy together a single distinct vote in the Congresses and in the
affairs of the Union, and that the rates of transit for sea carriage shall be maintained
without alteration until after the next quinquennial Congress.

..
·'

" It is understood, moreover, that the Postage rate for letters of25 centimes per 15
grammes shall not be modified during the same period, and that the Australasian
Colonies shall have the right to maintain or establish between themselves postal tariffs
lower than those fixed by the Union Convention.

"Subject to the approval of the several Governments concerned, we fix the 1st of
October, 189l, as thedateoo which the above-named Colonies will enter the Union."

The report of the sub-committee continues:
"The terms were accepted by the Congress, and approved by both the British
Govemment and by the Colonial Governments; and the Colonies entered the Union
on the date fixed.''
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"The compact is not limited to the letter postage between the Australasian Colonies
and other parts of the Union, but extends to the postage between various parts of the
Union at large. The new entrants were protecting themselves against being forced,
directly or indirectly, to lower further their own rates. They knew that the adoption
of a lower rate than 2'12<1 between other distant parts would tend to force them in the
same direction. That is why the stipulation was made in terms so general as to cover
the whole Union. Hence, for England and her Colonies outside Australasia to set up
a penny letter postage, without the consent of the other parties to the compact, would
be a breach ofthe engagement entered into." [l 0)

1892
Oct. 12, 1892
"Dear Mr. Henniker Heaton, - I can assure you that I have not lost sight of the
subject of Imperial Penny Postage, on which you have written to me; indeed on my
way to Osborne to receive the seals I spoke to the present Postmaster General on the
subject, and I hope with all my heart that our wishes may soon be realized. - Believe
me, yours very truly, 'Rosebery' ." [II)

Report of the Postmaster General of the United States for 1892 [3)
''In my report of a year ago I said, and I have now to say, that 1 cent letter postage is
a new possibility.... The present 2 cent letter rate pays actually double the cost."

1893
Feb. 11, 1893- reference to a proposal to produce an Empire stamp by members of the
postal committee of the Imperial Federation League [7].

Feb. 25, 1893 -an article [12) in The Saturday Review stated:
"The Post Office has never, and we cannot affect to be surprised- shown the same
disposition to be communicative to Mr. Henniker Heaton ...."

Statement [2] made in the British House of Commons, April 28 by the Posbnaster
General A. Morley, in support of his reluctance to introduce the Imperial Penny Postage:
"In Canada the other day at Ottawa, in last March, it was proposed to reduce the
inland postage from 3 cents to 2 cents and the Postmaster General stated that the
reduction in Canada was impossible."

BUT, according to the memorandum [6) Canada would have a surplus of $406,909 in
1891 - an amount sufficient to cover the loss arising from the lowering of the letter rate from
3 cents to 2 cents -IF Canada were credited the cost of carrying 16,557,490 pounds of
British newspapers FREE. If credited at the rate of ~d each, or six cents per potmd, the
additional $993,449 would have eliminated the deficit. In fact, at the time, the British Post
Office was considering an increase in the newspaper rate because it was being conducted
at a loss.
In other words, the British Postmaster General was misleading the Parliament with
incorrect conclusions. The fact was that letter writers were subsidizing the cost of British
newspapers in Canada, and denying themselves the reduced domestic rate.
The British House of Commons made the following motion, Apr. 8, 1893: [2)
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"In view of the recent declaration of the Postmaster General to the effect that there

are no serious financial of administrative objections to such a step, the time has come
when the charge for transportation of letters from the United Kingdom to all parts of
the British Empire should be reduced to one penny per half-ounce letter."

At the close of the debate the Chancellor of the Exchequer, Sir William Harcow1,
stated: [2]
"The government desire at the proper time, when the finances of the country permit,
and when the assent of the colonies has been obtained, to carry out the object
advocated in the Resolution."

The Saturday Review article [ 1] then stated:
"As speakers on both sides of the House were of one opinion, it was not necessary
formally to pass the Resolution; the Houses accepted Sir William Harcourt's word
that the Reform would be carried out. From that day to this (28 September, 1895),
however, nothing has been heard of the matter from Ministerial lips, either
Conservative or radical."

1894

The Postmaster General of New Zealand writing to Mr. Heaton [ 11] says:
"I think that if the movement can be put into force without imposing any additional
cost on these colonies the Imperial Government will be doing the right thing."

J.B. Patterson, Premier at Melbourne proposed to send the following telegram
[ 11] to Mr. Henniker Heaton:
"I cannot see any Colonial objection to your proposal for penny post from England
to Australia: it will increase correspondence and commerce, and will not affect our
postal revenue."

But before sending that telegram, he consulted with other elected officials to obtain
their opinion. Copies ofletters supporting Patterson can be found in the National Archives
from New Zealand, Tasmania and Fiji. This support indicates that the public at large
supported the measure although Australasian Post Office officials resisted the lower rate,
just like their counterparts in Great Britain.
1895

The following quote was included in a article [ 1) in Tire Saturday Review on September
28, 1895:
"Further, the principle governing these Unions is that the domestic or inland rate of
postage in each country shall suffice for the conveyance of a letter to any other
country included. Thus the American inland rate of 1d carries an American letter to
any part ofCanada, and the Canadian inland rate of 1%d carries a Canadian Jetter to
any part of the United States. And so, under the scheme oflmperial Penny Postage,
the British inland rate of ld would carry a British letter to any colony, while the
Government of that colony could retain from return letters the Postal union rate of
2Y:rd or adopt its own inland rate, or accept the British inland rate of 1d at its own will
and pleasure. There is nothing inconvenient in a difference of rates. At present a
postcard to Australia cost 1d, while Australia charges 1%d for a postcard to England."
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1896

Change in Canadian Government, July 11 [13].
Mulock appointed Postmaster General of Canada, July 13 [13].
1897

Mar. 29, in a letter [11] from J. Henniker Heaton to the Duke of Norfolk asking for a
reply to his proposition to establish Imperial Penny Postage, Heaton wrote in part:
"Two months ago I placed before you a proposition to establish Imperial Penny
Postage. I produced the consent of the Australian Colonies to the proposal and I
offered a bank guarantee against any Joss to the Imperial Exchequer. I have ever
since been silently waiting for the reply of the Government to this offer."

In June/July, a conference [14] was held in London, England, between the Secretary of
State for the Colonies and the Premiers of the Self-Governing Colonies. This conference
included these subjects: Political Relations, Defense, Exchange of Military Forces,
Commercial Relations, Pacific Cable, Imperial Penny Postage, Commercial Code, Load
Lines, Paris Exhibition of 1900, and Alien Immigration. The Chairman was Mr. J.
Chamberlain. His comments to the members included the following:
"I also should mention the desire which is widely felt and which I share, for an
improved postal communication with the Colonies. I believe that that matter rests
entirely with the Colonies themselves, and that they have revenue difficulties in the
matter which have hitherto prevented us coming to any conclusion. But I confess
that I think that one of the very first things to bind together the sister nations is to
have the readiest and easiest possible communication between their several units, and
as far as this country is concerned, I believe we should be quite ready to make any
sacrifice of the revenue that may be required in order to secure a universal penny post
throughout the Empire."

An account [14] of the business transacted was compiled and copies sent to the
participants. The account included these remarks under the heading "Postal
Communications":
"With regard to postal communications within the Empire, it appeared that in the
present financial circumstances of the Colonies an Imperial Penny Post was
impracticable, although the Prime Ministers of the Cape Colony and Natal declared
themselves in favour of such a step, and expressed their belief that the legislatures of
their Colonies would be prepared to give effect to it."

On September 23, 1897, a letter [11) came from H. Buxton Forman to Postmaster
General Mulock to ask if the Canadian Government would consider instituting the postage
of2d per half ounce on letters passing in both directions between the United kingdom and
other parts of the Empire.
On November 13, a letter [11] went from R. M Coulter to Spencer Walpole, Secretary,
General Post Office, London, England, stating that the matter has been under consideration
for some time and that a reply can be expected before the end of the year. The proposal was
to reduce the postage rate between the UK and other parts of the Empire from 2 Y:zd to 2d per
ounce.
On November 25, a letter [11] went from R. M. Coulter to Spencer Walpole, stating
in part:
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" ... I have now the honour to infonn you that the Postmaster General having carefully
considered the subject, has decided to reduce the rate of postage on letters posted in
Canada addressed to the United Kingdom and all other parts ofthe Empire to three
cents per ounce, the change in question to take effect on and from the 1st day of
January 1898."

A cable [II) went to London from Ottawa on December 10, suggesting that Mr.
Chamberlain would like to see consent from the Colonies for the three cent rate, followed
by several letters back and forth trying to decide who should approach the Colonies.
A letter [ I I] went to London December 12, confirming that Postmaster General
Mulock desires a 3 cent rate (1 Y:zd) instead of the 4 cent rate (2d) "so far as it might be in
the power of this department." The last phrase indicates that Mulock overstepped his
authority, resulting m a strong rebuke from the Duke of Norfolk in the following
correspondence.
On December 13, 1897 a cable [ 11 ], and on December 15 a confirming letter, came
from London instructing Canada to approach Colonies to obtain agreement.
On December 17, 1897 bad news [ 11 ] came from London to Coulter:
''In reference to previous telegram am desired by Duke of Norfolk to call attention to

extreme inconvenience of complete and sudden change of policy, as to postage rates
must point out that Mother country and Colonies should have been consulted
beforehand, strongly urge postponement of measure for interchange of views on
subject. (signed) Walpole."

And a cable [ 11] from Ottawa later on the same day stated in part:
"Postmaster General regrets extremely if Canadian Government's action ... not
satisfactory to Duke ofNorfolk..."

Over the next few days, a number of cables and letters were exchanged wherein the
Duke of Norfolk "sees great objection to (Canada) making change provisionally" and the
tone of these was quite testy. Finally on December 23, Canada sent this telegram to the
SecretaryofG.P.O., England:
" In deference to view of Duke of Norfolk Canadian Government will not further
press at present time for carrying into effect of proposed reduction letter rate to other
parts Empire pending a discussion which hoped will deal with whole question of
inter-imperial postal communication. This Department would be pleased to learn
action your Department contemplates in order to obtain full consideration of subject."

and the cable [ 11] from London December 24 in response to Canada:
''Duke ofNorfolk desires me to express his thanks to you and Canadian Govern~t~ent
for postp~ming contemplated reduction of rate will be prepared to discuss whole
matter etlher with your agent General or any one whom you may delegate for the
purpose. Sgd. Walpole."

was followed by a registered letter no. 478144/97 which stated:
"With reference to my letter of the 17th instant and previous correspondence, I am
directed by the Postmaster General to forward to you copies of further telegram
which, by his Grace's instruction I sent to you on the 20th, 22nd and 23rd instant on
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the subject of the proposed reduction ofletter postage from Canada to all parts of the
British Empire."
"In confirming these telegrams, I am to state that the Duke of Norfolk still finds it
difficult to understand why the measures prescribed by the Postal Union Con~ention
were not taken for consulting him with regard to the change in policy which you have
in contemplation, and His Grace's difficulty on this point 1s not removed by the
statement made in your telegram of the 17th instant that the Canadian Government
waited five days before gazetting it and assumed that the change was satisfactory as
no intimation to the contrary had been received. Upon the receipt of your telegraphic
announcement no time was lost in making its purport known to the Secretary of State
for the Colonies, as it was felt that he might desire to communicate on the grave
issues raised with the Dominion Government direct; and he did in fact make such
communication. The question, however, is not one of more or less insufficient
notice, but of the inconvenience occasioned not only to the British Post Office, but
to other Post Offices of the Empire by independent action in circumstances in which
mutual agreement under the terms of the Postal Union Convention was required."
"In view of the necessity for giving ade<\uate consideration to the bcarin~s of such
a change as that which you propose on the mterests of the British Colonies m general
as well as on those of the Mother Country and of the serious objection to precipitate
action in such a matter the Duke ofNorfolk earnestly trusts that the telegrams, which
have passed between us will have induced the Canadian Post Office to postpone the
change announced- even as a provisional measure- until the views of the Colonies
in general have been elicited and the question has been fully discussed with such
representative as you might appoint."

Apparently, the Duke of Norfolk then contacted the Canadian Goveinment to further
express his displeasure about the actions taken by Postmaster General Mulock. In other
words, Mulock was in trouble with London. It is clear that Mulock took matters into his
own hands. He seems to have interpreted a request for opinions as permission to make
changes and initiated action before the British Post Office was ready to act.
The Duke of Norfolk then offered to call a conference to determine if the Colonies
would agree to a reduced rate. Several lengthy letters flowed back and forth between
December 24 and December 31, 1897 in which Mulock backed down. But because the new
rate had been advertised, some letters were already in the system using the new rate.
On December 31 , 1897, an eight page letter [11] by R. M. Coulter repeated much of
the background, trying to justifY Canada's precipitous action, and trying to establish a
position of equalizing the postage rate between Canada and the United States. The letter
concludes:
"The remedy, however, rests exclusively with the Imperial Authorities, Canada
consenting to such reduction as they may determine."
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Lu::.-:..• RPO Cowcatcher

William G. Robinson
Ludlow Listing No. TS-330

This listing in the Ticket Stamp section of the Catalogue of Canadian Railway
Cancellations was made in 1981- based on a report of a C.P.R. cover addressed to an
official in Sarnia, Ontario. Having recently seen a copy of this cover, I can state that there
is actually no "Tr." on the marking as was included in the listing. It actually says "No.357."
The asswnption was apparently made that this represented a train Nwnber, so the "Tr."
should have been shown in brackets-as an asswnption that the "No.357" represented a
train nwnber.
After reflecting about this for some time, I think this must be a Montreal post office
clerk hanuner, and shouldn't be listed. Train 357 was a pool train which left Quebec City
daily at 11 :55 p.m . and arrived in Montreal at 7:30 a.m. the followin~ mornin~. The listing
cover was apparently mailed in Montreal, and was addressed to Sarma, Ontano. Train 357
did not run west of Montreal, so that nwnber in the marking must represent a Montreal post
office clerk number, rather than a train nwnber. Also, the type of hammer is an exception
to Ludlow's Type 6F- see page 244 of the Catalogue of Canadian Railway Cancellations,
1982.
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Study Group members were asked to comment about this in Newsletter No. 130, July,
1997, and nothing has been received to contradict this opinion. Accordingly, Listing
TS-330 will be deleted in Annex XVII to the Catalogue.
Another example (shown here) recently appeared on a tourist postcard written on a
train between Peterborough and Montreal, and mailed on arrival in Montreal. It is dated
February 25- no year is shown, but it must be 191 5 or earlier as it is franked with a onecent Admiral, Scott No. 104. The postcard rate changed to two cents on April I 5, 1915.

This card originated west of Montreal, where no train 357 existed. An eastbound train
would also have had an even number. The card appears to have been mailed in Montreal,
and placed in the normal bagged mail stream to Toronto. The additional example thus
provtdes confirmation of the theory that this double-ring marking was used by a mail clerk
in Montreal, rather than by a railway mail clerk on a train running into Montreal from
Quebec City.
The Study Group is always glad to receive information such as this which enables us
to veritY or exclude known markings, or to list additional markings. Please let us have your
reports.

BNAPS Membership Pins

YOUR NAME
MEMBER
BRmSH NORTH AMERICA PHILATELIC SOCIETY

Per&Oillllized or Emblem Only Types

$6.00CDN/$5.00US, postage paid
Send cheque or money order, p~~yable to BNAPS, to
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Mike Street
73 Hatton Dr.
Ancaster, ON
Canada L9G 2H5

A'IIENTION ALL PHILATELISTS!!!
CANADA'S LEADING STAMP DEALER IS
$$$ BUYING & SELLING $$$

e Specialist In choice classics of Canada, Newfoundland and Provinces.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Leaders in MAJOR ERRORS lncludine Inverts, 1mperfs, Missing Colours, Preprlnt
Folds, Perforation and Colour Shifts, etc••
Canada and Provinces, Canadian and USA Ducks and Wildlife Conservation stamps.
Laree stock of Canada and Newfoundland Plate Proofs and Die Proofs.
Stamps priced from 20¢ to $100,000.00.
Beginner Kits for young and old.
Free 28 page monthly price list.
Full line of supplies.
Monthly rare stamp lists to selected buyers.
o•;. financing available on big t.icket items to suit your budget.
We specialize In rare and unusual stamps of Canada and the Provinces.
Want.list service for rare stamps at competitive market prices.
Outstanding customer service.
Service available in English, French and German.
Money back guarantee on all purchases.

WHETHER YOUR BUYING OR SELLING?
CALL US FIRST!
Toll Free ir: 1 (800) 66-STAMP • Toll Free Fax: 1 (888) 86-STAMP

Gary J. Lyon (Philatelist) Ltd.
P.O. Box 450, Bathurst, NB, E2A 3Z4, Canada.
V: (506) 546-6363 • Fax: (506) 546-6627
e-mail: glstamps@nbnet.nb.ca
ASDA • CSDA • APS • PTS • BNAPS • RPSC • ATA • AQPP
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AN INVITATION
to members of the British North America Philatelic Society
join

THE ROYAL PHILATELIC SOCIETY OF CANADA
Members receive The Canadian Philatelist, published bimonthly, and are entitled
to use the Royal's sales circuit and insurance program.
Admission Fee $5.00. Annual Dues $25.00; U.S. and overseas $25.00 U.S.
Write to the RPSC, Box 929, Station Q, Toronto, Onl M4T 2Pl for a mcmbcnhip application.

GROW WITH THE ROYAL

.£
,a~·::

Schiff Auctions
Buyers, Auctioneers & Appraisers of U.S. &
Worldwide Stamps & Postal History

~

We invite you to CX)nsign individuaJ stamps, postal history and collections for
public auction or private treaty sale. Our •Especialy for Specialists~ auctions are designed with you in mind, whether you're a buYer or seller of U.S.
or Worldwide stlfll'S. We also purdlase outrigtc, but contact us before
sending ar:"~y stamps. Be sure to include your address and phone number.
CATALOGS

Jacques C. Schiff. Jr. Inc.
195 Main St.

Ridgefield Park NJ 07660 USA
Telephone 201-641-5566
Fax 201-641 -5705
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Presentation Books for the
1984 * 1989 * 1994
Universal Postal Union Congresses
Jerome C. Jarnick
Since 1969 the member nations of the Universal Postal Union have met in Congress
at five year intervals for the purpose of establishing the rules for the exchange of mail
between coun1ries. If has been a long standing custom for the delegates to the Congress to
present a souvenir of their nation's postage stamps to the other delegates. For over fifty
years, the Canadian delegation has presented a small booklet or albwn, manufactured
especially for that purpose, to the other delegates.
The 19th Congress of the Universal Postal Union convened in Hamburg, Federal
Republic of Germany, during the period June 18 to July 27, 1984. At this Congress, the
Canadian delegation presented a boxed set of the 1979 through 1983 Annual Souvenir
Collections. The souvenir collections were those prepared by Canada Post and sold to
collectors through the Philatelic Service. They were contained in a special 230 mm x
290 mm x 40 mm, grey, cardboard box (Figure I). The top is decorated with a large
multicolored maple leaf, formed by multicolored dots and the mscription
Figure 1: The 1984 (Hamburg)
Presentation Book

Figure 2: The 1989 (Washington)
Presentation Book
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Avec les hommages de Ia ~ion canadienne

a l'occaslon du XIXe Congres ae

I'Union postale unlverselle ienu
R6publlque f6d6rale d'AIIemagne
du 18 juln au 27 julllet 1984

a Hambourg,

Wilh the compliments of the Canadian Delegation
on the occaslon of the XIX Congress of the
Universal Postal Union In Hamburg,
Federal Republic of Germany
From June 18 to July 27, 1984

The box opens from the top and is cloth hin~ed at the right. All of the presentation
books seen by the author show signs of wear on the n~t side where the paper has separated
from the cloth hinge as a result of the lightweight cardboard used and the hinging
arrangement.
For the 20th Congress, held in Washington, D.C. from November 13 to December 15,
1989, Canada Post continued with a set of five of the Annual Souvenir Collections in their
soft bindings, but encased them in a heavy library-type slip case. The slip case is silver gray
cloth with a repeated pattern of the Mail Poste logo in grey (Figme 2). It measures 230 mm
x 295 mm x 40 mm and contains the souvenir collections from 1984 through 1988. The
Mail Poste logos are shown in red and the inscription, in dark blue, reads:
Souvenir collection
of Canadian
Postage Stamps
With the compliments of the Canadian Delegation
on the occasion of the XXth Congress
of the Universal Postal Union
held In Washington, D.C., United States of America,
from November 13 to December 15, 1989.

Collection-souvenir
de tlmbres-poste
du Canada
Avec lea hommages de Ia ~ion canadlenne
a l'occulon du xJ<e Congrn
de I'Union postale universelle
tenu aWashington, D.C., Etats-Unls d'Arn«ique,
du 13 novembre au 15 d6cembre 1989.

Figure 3: The 1994 (Seoul) Preaentation Booklet
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The last Congress held to date, the 21st, took place in Seoul, Korea from August 22 to
September 14, 1994. Again a slip case containing the Annual Souvenir Collections from
1989 through 1993 were included. The silver gray slip case is almost identical to that issued
for the 1989 Congress, except that it measures 230 mm x 295 mm x 75 mm, the additional
width being needed to accommodate the five hard bound souvenir collections (Figure 3).
In addition to the souvenir collections, a pane of the Canada in Space (hologram) issue of
October I, 1992, mounted in a grey card folder, is included. The slipcase bears the Mail
Poste logos in red and dark blue inscription:
Souvenir collection
of Canadian
Postage Stamps
With the compliments of the Canadian Delegation
on the occasion of the XXIst Congress
of the Universal Postal Union held In Seoul, Republic
of Korea, from August 22 to September 1994.

Collection-souvenir
de timbres-poste
du Canada
Avec les hommages de Ia ~ canadienne
al'oocasion du XXIe Congr6s de !'Union postale
universelle tenu a S~ul, R6publique de Cor68,
du 22 aoOt au 14 septembre 1994.

The Steinhart Legacy
Allan L. Steinhart
Provisional Use oftbe 7Yzd Cy. Handstamp
These two covers show the use of handstamps after modification for a new purpose.
The first cover is from Woodstock, CW in 1864 to Hamilton, CW and the second is from
Cobourg, CW to Hastings, CW in 1862. Both covers are rated the unpaid 7 cents collect
rate in effect in Canada. The handstamp used in both cases to show this reads "7 C". This
is not the original handstamp. Both handstamps originally read "7Y, Cy.", but in both cases
were modified with the removal of the "Y," and the "y." parts of the handstamp.
Modified 7Yzd Cy. Handstamp used as 7¢ Handstamp at Woodstock
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The "7'h. Cy." handstamp was originally manufactured and issued to show the 7'h. Cy.
rate for a single letter between Canada and Great Britain carried by the Allan Line of
Canadian steamers, although they did have other unusual uses. They are recorded used only
at Toronto and Montreal as Arnell EIO, and in use in the period 1856- 1859. They were
used generally to indicate collect postage in Canada, and were supposed to be in black.
Because of the change in rate, after April I, 1859 all Canada-Great Britain mails by this
route were prepaid or penalties were applied. Tthere was no 7'h. Cy. transatlantic collect
rate apflicable as this collect rate would be 7'h. Cy. + 7'h. penalty. With the change to
dccima money, this rate became 12'h.¢ plus 12'h.¢, or 25¢. As a result the numerous
7'h. Cy. handstamps held by the post office became redundant, and were either issued
modified in this new configuration or were issued as made and modified locally. Offices
other than Woodstock and Cobourg also had modified 7'h. Cy. handstamps.

Modified 7'h.d Cy. Handstamp used as 7¢ Handstamp at Cobourg

In Memoriam - Lewis M. Ludlow OTB, FRPSL, FCPS
Lewis M. Ludlow passed away after a long illness on September I, 1997 at his home
in Kirkland, WA. A Past-President ofBNAPS, he was inducted into the Order of the
Beaver in 1983. Lew was made a Fellow of the Royal Philatelic Society of London in
1980 and in 1986 received the same honour from the Canadian Philatelic Society of
Great Britain. Author of the landmark 1982 Catalogue of Canadian Railway
Cancellations and Related Transportation Postmarks, he also received the Grand
Award at BNAPEX '86 for his Pence Issues of Canada. Lew is survived by his wife
Mac and their children. Since being stricken in April 1990, his hard work, influence
and friendship have been greatly missed. (Note: A longer memorial article will be
found in BNAPortraitS, Vol. 5, No.1, Nov. 1997.)
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+
+
+

+

136 Pages - iUustrated in full color

+
+

Effective dates for rate changes
Lists known rates

Easily used as a cbecldist
Fully prioed
An e3Seiltial research tool

Spiral bound for ease of use
A must have for any Canada collector
Postpaid price only Cdn $27.50 - US$20.25
Send check payable to:

Chark·s. L~. l1dw
~~_.;

~

........ -

6695 Highland ROid #107, Waterford, MI 48327
Telephone (248) 666-5333 • Fax (248) 666-5020
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New Issues
W illiam J. F. Wilson
There have been a lot of new stamps issued since the last column. The ones which
stand out in my own mind as being particularly attractive are Cabot's Voyage, the Law
Society stamp, the Knights of Columbus, and the Year of Asia Pacific. Both the Cabot and
the Asia Pacific stamps are map stamps, but both maps are distorted compared to reality
- the Atlantic (Cabot's Voyage) and Pacific (Asia Pacific stamp) Oceans have been
considerably narrowed, and Greenland has been merged with North America on the Cabot
stamp. It is not mentioned in Canada's Stamp Details whether the map on the Cabot stamp
is an actual early map or a creation by the stamp designer. Any map experts in the crowd?
In any case, it gives a nice sense of the historical event. The same design was issued
sumultaneously by Canada and Italy.
Canada Post re-issued the 3¢ Berries defmitive on May 2, 1997, printed by Ashton-Potter
Canada Ltd on Coated Paper. The previous printings were by Ashton-Potter Limited (the
predecessor company) on Coated Paper, CBN on Harrison paper, and CBN on Coated
Paper. This just leaves the 6¢ to be printed by Ashton-Potter Canada Ltd.
The comb perforations on modern Canadian stamps can sometimes cause an error in
measuring the guage of the perforations. Each comb perforator has one long row of
perforations with several short rows of perforations at right angles to these, looking
somewhat like the teeth on a comb. If the long row produces the horizontal perforations,
then the short rows would produce the vertical perforations (or vice versa). The
perforations for the entire sheet are produced by several such combs mounted next to each
other. The potential error arises if the combs are not precisely aligned, so that the
perforation tooth between combs is narrower or wider than the teeth within the comb. If this
narrower or wider tooth is within the markings on the ~age and the guage is set so the
marks coincide with the petforations on one comb, the pertorations along the adjacent comb
will be misaligned with the guage marks by a constant amount, the jwnp occuring at the
odd-width tooth. (The odd-width tooth can be at a stamp comer, as in the Ocean Water
Fishes stamp, or part way along the side of a stamp, as in the Year of Asia Pacific stamp.)
The danger comes from the temptation to just align the firSt and last marks on the gua~e
with perforations, and not check what happens in between. I found this yet again m
measuring the stamp perforations for this column. I measure the length and width of the
stamp (in fact the length and width reported in Canada's Stamp Details for each issue are
accurate), and count the number of teeth along each edge. The perforation, P, is then given
by the formula P = 20NIL, where N is the number of teeth along one edge of the stamp, and
L is the length of this edge in mm. (The formula comes from the definition that the
perforation guage of a stamp equals the number of perforation holes (or teeth) in a 20 mm
distance.) I also check the result with an Instanta guage. The two values must come out thesame within uncertainty, or I have done something wrong. For the Ocean Water Fishes
stamp, the formula gave 13.1 and the Instants guage gave 13.2, and for the Asia Pacific
stamp the formula gave 13.33 and the Instants guage gave 13.5. These are too far apart to
be correct, but too close to have been an error in counting the number of teeth (try using the
formula to verify this-use the height listed in Table 1, and vary N by 1 each way from the
listed value). In fact, the discrepancy turned out to be exactly that described m the first
sentence of this paragraph, the key observation being that the perforations lined up with the
marks for a continuous sequence of marks. then suddenly shifted so that the rest of the marks
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were misaligned with the perforations by a small but constant ammmt. From there, it was
easy to spot the odd-widU1 tooth, and the problem was cured (the guage gave the same result
as the fonnula) by shilling the guage to avoid this tooth.
The following infonnation is from Canada Post's booklet. Canada's Stamp Details.
Size, perforations, and number of teeth are my own measurements, and are given as
(HORIZONTAL) x (VERTICAL). All strunps in the table are commemoratives. The data
for the Asia Pacific stamp are given after Table 2.

TABLE I
[ssue

Law Society

Ocean Water Confederation
Fish
Bridge

Guilles
Villeneuve

John Cabot

Value

45¢

4 x45¢ s-t

2 X 45¢ s-t

SH45¢, 90¢
SS: 45¢+90¢ s-t

45¢

Issued

23 May97

30 May97

31 May97

12 June97

24 June97

Printer

CBN

A-P

CBN

CBN

A-P

Quantity
(stamps)

7MM:

10MM:

8MM:

45¢: 14MM
90¢: lOMM:

9MM

Size(mm)

30x 40

48 X 30.5

48 X 27.5

48 X 27.5

40x23

Paper

CP

CP

CP

CP

CP

Process

5CL+vamish

4CL•

6CL

7CL

6CL

Pane

20

20

20

SH: 16; SS: 8

20

Tag

G4S

G4S

G4S

G4S

G4S

Gum

PYA

PYA

PYA

PVA

PYA

Perf

13.3

12.5 X 13 .1

12.5 X 13.1

12.5 X 13.1

12.5 X 13.1

Teeth

20 x26

30x20

30

30 X 18

25

X

13.0

X

18

X

15

• Canada's Stamp Details (Vol. VI No. 3 1997) lists the process for the Ocean Water Fish
stamps as 6CL, but the stamp selvedge shows only four colour dots.
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TABLE2
Issue

Scenic
Highways

Industrial
Design

Highland
Games

Knights of
Columbus

World
Congress

Year of
Asia Pacific

Value

4 x45~ s-t

45¢

45¢

45~

45¢

45¢

Issued

30 June 97

23 July97

I Aug. 97

4 Aug. 97

18Aug. 97

25Aug. 97

Printer

CBN

CBN

CBN

CBN

CBN

CBN

Quantity
(stamps)

7.5MM

7MM

8MM

7MM

7MM

7MM

Size(mm)

56x27.5

48 x27.5

48 x27.5

26x32

40 x26

48x30

Paper

CP

CP

CP

CP

CP

CP

Process

6CL

6CL

6CL

6CL

6CL

5CL

Pane

20

24

20

25

20

20

Tag

G4S

G4S

G4S

G4S

G4S

G4S

Gum

PVA

PVA

PVA

PVA

PVA

PVA

Perf

12.5 X 13. 1

12.5

12.5 X 13. 1

13.1

13.0 X 13.1

13.3 X 13.3.

Teeth

35 X 18

30 X 18

30 X 18

17 X 21

26 X 17

32 x20

X

13. 1

X

13.1

ABBREVIATIONS: 4(5,6 ,7)Cl =four (five, six, seven) colour lithography; A-P =AshtonPotter; CBN = Canadan Bank Note Company; CP = Coated Papers; G4S = general tagging
(four sides); MM = million; s-t = se-tenent; SH = sheet stamps; SS =souvenir sheet

J:a .soc~~~ J.:Jktoire Po:J/at Ja Q,u!,_c
(Q-t-cPo:Jiaf.J.ktor'l Socut'l}
invites applications for membership
The SHPQ publishes an award-winning quarterly journal in French
Membership Secretary:

Gregoire Teyssier
4081 , rue des Cascades
Charny (Quebec) G6X IGS
Annual membership: Can$18
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Postal Pot-pourri
Earle L. Covert
In this coltunn we will talk about new things to be bought at the Post Office and things
salvaged from the garbage.
Garbage or discards in the waste basket can make very interesting exhibition material.
Let me make it clear from the stru1that I run not opposed to buying old and often expensive
material from dealers. But some of the material we will describe in this column can't be
found in most dealers' stocks. Recently I have had fun showing material which I saved from
the waste basket in our home, the office and from friends. Keep your eyes open and when
you see a postal item you haven't seen or don't know what it is-salvage it. The worst some
one can say when you ask for it is "NO" or perhaps even make fun of you, but who
cares-people collect odd things.
Perhaps they will even try to humour you. Some people who previously couldn't care
Jess have started to bring me different items they haven't seen and say "You need this."
Accept it with thanks and take it. You can dispose of it later if it is useless to you.
Look for free items in the Post Office. Get a receipt when you buy something at a Post
Office. The smaller offices have handwritten receipts with a hand stamped dater. The
R.P.O. 's (Retail Postal Outlets not Railway Post Offices) have a machine tape generated by
their SIEMENS - NIXDORF machine.
When I was buying some postal stationery at BNAPEX'97 to use to get the three show
cancels, I got a receipt tape. It has the "MAIL (winged logo) POSTE" in red at the top, then
in violet "BNAPEX'97 BOURSE I ST. JOHN'S 097829 I NEWFOUNDLAND" then the
date and time followed by the details of the purchase.

New postal rates for almost everything but first class mail went into effect October 1,
1997. These rates were for Priority Courier, Xpresspost and SkyPak (including the prepaids
for these 3 services), surface parcels (Domestic, USA and International), and Security
Registered (Domestic and all registration to the USA and international destinations). The
rate charts are just staggering-for instance in Priority Courier from the Prairies there are
36 rate categories (depending on the postal code of the places of origin and destination and
whether it is a counter rate or small business rate) and 60 weight steps. The rates go from
$9.30 for 500 grams to $186.66 for 30 kg. In some cases the rate differences are only 1¢
($186.65 compared to $186.66). There are 3 other sets of charts for use with other classes
of service and there are other rate chru1s for B.C., Ontario, Quebec and Atlantic Canada.
Mail to the USA is charged at 3 rates. The surface rate for 5 kg from Calgary to
Montana is $10.80, to Colorado is $12.15 and to Illinois is $14.45. Th..e greatest charge I
found was to send 30 kg by SkyPak to Egypt for $1018.50 (no GST charged).
·
The Postcru·d Factory (a commercial printer and distributor of picture post cards) and
Canada Post have teamed up in July 1997 to produce 25 different (so far) prepaid (to
anywhere in the world) post cards. They have an undenominated Flag stamp. These cards
have been available through the Philatelic Service in Antingonish or through some of the
usual Postcard Factory outlets-for instance along the Sparks Street Mall in Ottawa. The
Philatelic outlets has been charging $5.00 plus taxes for packs containing five 5 different
views while the cards have been selling retail at $1.25 to $1.49 apiece. Even at the $1.49
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price it is a reasonable deal. The post card rate to Japan is 90¢ and that leaves 59¢ for the
actual card. These are selling in Banff at 60¢ to 75¢ for a card of this size. We will see
more of these attractive postal stationery items after this experiment is over, I believe, in
February 1998. (Late note: cards with ten more views were released in autwnn 1997.)

.r

\

postag~ 'paip .··. .

·· portP?Ye

06p0t au Canada. Livralson ll'6c:helle internatlonale.
For posllng In canada and delivtry worldwide.

Much more surprising was the response I got on the morning of October 15, when I
asked in my local R.P.O. "What is new?". I expected to hear about Halloween stamps but
the clerk said we introduced this yesterday, and pointed to a display on the counter offering
US Priority Mail PREPAID envelopes. They are available as a test in Calgary, Vancouver,
Toronto and Montreal from October 14 to December 31, 1997. There are 2 sizes-..6" x 10"
for $7.25 and 9~" x 12~" at $9.75 with no taxes charged. They can only be used to send
documents (no computer discs) and there is no guarantee on delivery although 3-4 days is
suggested to major U.S. destinations. U.S. "Priority Mail" within the U.S.A. is normally a
2-day service, approximately equivalent to Canadian Xpressmail, and is not equivalent to
Canada's Priority Post So far, prepaid Priority Mail envelopes are not available in the U.S.
On the literature for postal clerks it states these are a USPS product purchased by Canada
Post Corporation. On the address side of the envelope it ts stated "Product Prepaid by
Canada Post Corporation." The envelopes are completely bilingual except for "PRIORITY
MAIL" and "UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICETM."

Next time we will discuss items salvaged from the trash can (unless Canada Post again
introduces a number of unusual items).
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THE POSTAL HISTORY SOCIETY OF CANADA
INVITES APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP
The Postal History Society of Canada publishes an award-winning quarterly
j ournal, sponsors seminars on Canadian postal history, and awards prizes
fo r the best postal history exhibit at philatelic shows across Canada.
The 200-page special CAPEX '87 Fifteenth Anniversary issue of the Journal
is still available at $15.00Cdn, postpaid anywhere In the world.
For further information or a membership application form, please write to the
Secretary:
R.F. Narbonne
216 Malley Drive
Carleton Place, Ontario
Canada K7C 3X9

~ ~ s~ AlldU•~
~ Public auctions -

?nU 1:~

~

consignments over $500 In realized value accepted.
COmpetitive commissions charged
·
~ Retail store at 2 11 Yonge Street (across from eaton Centre) Downtown Toronto.
By subway, exit at Queen Station via Albert Street 1 Massey Hall stairway
~ Mall order - send for current auction catalogue and private treaty list
~ Auction agents - all l11C\Jor sales In the Toronto area attended
~ Private Treaty - some offets are sold before they can be listed
~ Supplies, Including philatelic literature, albums, stockbookS, glasslnes etc.
~ Canaela mint - $100.00 face value- price only $95.00
~ Wholesale B.N.A. mint anel used
~ AppraisalS
~ Wanteel. quality single Items and collections for our sales. w e also buy all
collections.
~ Auction catalogues and prices reallzeel -subscriptions only $20.00 plus $1 .40
Q.S.T. for one year

VISrr OUR STOKE
211 YOJ"'Ge S'l'lmET
(across fi'om eaton Centre)
Downtown Toronto
one: (416) 863- 1465 or 363-9997
Fax: (416) 863-0850
JOIII"' H. TALIIIAl"' LIJIII'I'f:D
BOX 70 ADeLAIDE STREET P.O.
TOKO~.Ol"'.M5C2H8, CANADA

Member: CSDA, RPSC, ATA, etc.
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WANTED
*Canadian Covers Pre-1980
* Stationery

Have Same For Sale

We can sell your Canadian or foreign stamp
collections or accumulations on consignment
for the nominal fee of 10%

R.F. NARBONNE
Telephone: 1-613-257-5453
Call TOLL-FREE: 1-800-247-5619

GREENWOOD STAMP COMPANY

216 Mailey Drive,
Carleton Place, Ontario
K?C 3X9
- Since 1962 -
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Study Group Centreline
David Whiteley
VIce-President for Study Groups: Douglas Lingard, 2425 Blackstone Cr., Ottawa, ON
KIB 4H3
Study Group Reporter: David Whiteley, Apt. 605, 77 Edmonton St., Winnipeg, MB R3C 4H8
Study Groups
Admirals: Robert Bayes, P.O. Box 34512, 1268 Marine Drive West, North Vancouver, BC
V7P3T2
Air Mall: Basil Burrell, 911 Huckleberry Lane, Glenview, IL 60025
B.C. Postal History: Bill Topping, 7430 Angus Drive, Vancouver, BC V6B 5K2
DNA Perflns: Steve Koning, R.R.l, Bloomfield, ON KOK I GO
Centennial Definitives: Leonard Kruczynski, 19 Petersfie1d Place, Winnipeg, MB R3T 3V5
Duplex Cancellations of BNA: Robert A. Lee, 203-1139 Sutherland Ave., Kelowna, BC
VJY 5Y2
Elizabethan: John D. Am, N. 17708 Saddle Hill Rd., Colbert, WA 99005
Fancy Cancels: Dave Lacelle, 369 Fullerton Ave., Ottawa, ON KlK 1Kl
Flag Cancels: Jolm G. Robertson, 10 Pergola Rd., Rexdale, ON M9W 5K5
Military Mail: Bill Bailey, #5- 8191 Francis Rd, Riclunond, BC V6Y lAS
Newfoundland: John Butt, 264 Hamilton Ave., St. John's, NF AlE 1J7
Philatelic Literature: Paul M. Burega, 16 Aldgate Cres., Nepean, ON K2J 2G4
Postal Stationery: Steven Whitcombe, 707 South Sheridan, Fergus Falls, MN 56737-3019
Re-Entries:Jolm Jamieson, Box 1870, Saskatoon, SK S7K 3S2
Revenues: Bill Rockett, 540 Overlook Ave., Willow Grove, PA 19090
RP.O.s: William G. Robinson, 5830 Cartier St., Vancouver, BC V6M 3A7
Slogan Cancels: Daniel G. Rosenblat, 5300 Edgeview Drive, Byron, CA 94514
Large and Small Queens: Ron Ribler, P.O. Box 22911, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33335
Squared Circles: Jack Gordon, 2364 Gallant Fox Ct., Reston, VA 20191-2611
Transatlantic Mail: Malcolm Montgomery, 76 Glen Eyre Road, Bassett, Southampton S02 3NL
England
GROUPS BEING ORGANIZED
Essays and Proofs: Jolm Jamieson, Box 1870, Saskatoon, SK S7K 3S2
First Day Covers: Pierre Ethier, 101 McDonald Drive, #246, Aurora, ON L4G 3M2 (email:
pierre@sprint.ca)
Miscellaneous Cancels and Markings: Any member wishing to help organize this new study
group please contact Doug Lingard at (613) 737-4864 or at the address above.
On The Fringes

Another summer has passed and another Convention has come and gone. The St.
John's gatheting was one of the largest conventions for a number of years. For this, and for
the hospitality extended to the many visitors, Don Wilson and his committee have to be
congratulated. Apart from the convention being well attended, the exhibits were over
subscribed and were of very good quality. Of interest to the study groups will be a letter
from the Judging Committee seekin6 nominees for prospective judges from amongst those
members of the Study Groups wishmg to let their names stand. Doug Lingard and myself
also chaired a Study Group Meeting at which a number of topics were discussedmembership, the difficulty editors face in obtaining material, suggestions of how to cajole
members to give their newsletter tangible support.
Over the summer months the number of newsletters received has diminished but there
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is nonetheless a substantial cross-section of material. We start with the July offering from
the Postal Stationery group It contains information on some new items-two more 45¢
envelopes, a #8 featuring the Western Grebe and a #10 featuring the Western Bluebird.
Two more envelopes initiating a Canadian Highways series were due to be released
sometime in September. Also the Xpresspost prepaid labels essays were discussed. The
newsletter then continued with more information on the Bulova project and concluded with
an item on the Newfoundland 2¢ 1879 U.P.U. post card essay from the British American
Bank Note Company archives.
The August edition of the B.N.A. Paforator contained a number of items. Mark Fennel
discussed the perfins found on the 7¢ Canada Goose airmail booklet pane (Scott #C9a) and
there was a piece by Pallick Durbano on the airmail perfins of Canada and Newfoundland.
Steve Koning indicates that he is prepared to coordinate the publication of an anthology of
significant articles from past editions. Mark Fennel is searching for information about
perfins peculiar to Calgary for inclusion in an anthology on the postal history of Calgary
being prepared by the Calgary Regional Group ofBNAPS.
August saw the arrival of the Military Mail Newsletter which contained the usual potpourri of items on all facets of Canadian Military postal history. John Campbell and Doug
Sayles sent in a piece on Central Camp Petawawa between 1905 and 1913. Doug Sayles
also contributed an article on Canadian Army Priority Casualty Envelopes used during the
Second World War. This is followed by a posthumous piece by E.R. Toop on the same
subject. The latest Toop and Bailey book published by C.G. Firby is now ready. Wayne
Curtis has sent in some additions to the Union Oil Co. postcards, and a number of readers
have sent in additions to the small "Crown over Circle" censor listing. Robert Toombs sent
some examples of NATO related mail and, finally, pictures of more of Ken Ellison's
Canadian humorous postcards from the Netherlands are presented. There was also an
example of the cancel from the Canadian Forces P.O. (MPO/BPM 400) established in
Winnipeg this past spring for members of the Armed Forces who were sent in to cope with
the "Flood of the Century." The August copy of "Confederation" arrived with more on the
6¢ small queen 12 x 11.5 by John Jamieson who concludes that the stamp illustrated in the
March '97 issue has been reperfed. John Ribbler sent in a piece on horizontal and vertical
mesh papers used for the printing of small queens. There is a short piece on the Kiusalas
Gauge. (This impeJial measure perforation gauge is gaining a greater acceptance by many
collectors, and has generated much discussion and a number of articles over the past
months). John Burnett contributed a piece on the 5¢ U.P.U. rate to Eswt used on mail to
Major Huberet Nielson with the Canadian Voyageurs. This group served m Egypt in 18841885, and conveyed the relief column up the Nile to Khartoum. The newsletter concludes
with two of my favourite small Queen trans-Pacific covers.
From the Squared Circle Group the August offering contains a further update on the
roster project with Hamilton being the next city to be tackled. There is a continuation of Jim
Miller's article on Orbs. Due to the shortage of contributions there were only a couple of
short notes on new sightings and a discussion of the Bobcaygeon town cancel. The Slogan
Box for July and August contains an article on "Community Chest - United Way- Red
Feather- Related Slogans," complete with listings of dates of usage. This is followed by a
similar piece on education related slogans. From the Fancy Cancel group there is wtde
range of items (including illustrations of "Bogey Heads") submitted by a number of
contributors. There is also an illustration of a "crown over registered" mark found on
transatlantic mail, with a query as to whether this is Canadian or British. I can answer that
one! It is a G.P.O. London marking, and is found on most early overseas registered
correspondence. The September October Slogan Box contains a piece on the SQUARE
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DANCE SASKATCHEWAN 1967 Slogan, used between June 6th and July 19th. This is
followed by the St. Catharines Regatta Slogans 1920, 1963-1965. The balance of the
newsletter consists of an updated listing by Steven A. Friedenthal of Canadian Slogan
Cancels 1897- 1919.
In the R.P.O. Newsletter for August ' 97, devoted to Newfoundland transportation
history, were a nwnber of items submitted by Don Wilson on such topics as: the "Early
Postal History of Newfoundland" from an address by the Rev. Hugh Kirby of Harbour Grace
submitted to the Historical Society of Harbour Grace 1940. This is followed by a piece
taken :tiom the Mariner, (Sept. 94) on Newfoundland Coastal Steamers, with extracts from
Newfoundland Railway Coastal Steamer Schedules. Another piece recounted the first trial
railway run in 1882 from Donovans to St. Johns-a distance of about 8 miles. There was
also a short ru1icle on the Newfoundland Centennial Train. The newsletter was rounded out
with an article by R.A.J. Miller on "The Labrador Mails." The Transatlantic Group
Newsletter for August '97 continued its discourse on money letters and registered letters to
overseas destinations with a listing of destinations to which registered mail would be
accepted from (pre U.P.U) 1837 to (post U.P.U.) 1898.
The Flag Pole for June-July '97 starts off with a scurrilous article complete with
illustrations? by that trickster and prankster Sally Flagstaff who managed to send the
uninitiated into a frenzy looking for tlte illusive phantom "New Bickerdike Midget Cancel!"
after 100 years. I am assured by Doug Lingard this does not exist, so any one still looking
should stop now and take another look at the date line of Sally's article- April !st. I On the
more serious side, the newsletter continues with an article by Mike Rixon on Toronto "0 I"
dater hubs. The Revenue Group's September '97 issue is devoted to an exhaustive article
by Chris Ryan on "Ontario Luxury Tax [tax stamps] on Beverages."
I am happy to report that the Re-Entry Study Group has been successful in fmding a
new chairperson and editor to take over from Ralph Trimble. John Jamieson is now the
president, secretary-treasurer and W. A. MacDonald is the new editor. The ftrst edition of
the newsletter under the new regime starts of with an article on the half cent small Queen
which asks the question "Is there a Fourth State?" Reiche and Sendbuehier only listed three
states. The Corgi Times for July and August 1997 contains the usual pot-pourri of articles
on modem Queen Elizabeth II material. Margaret Chartrand, however, submitted an article
of general interest to all collectors entitled "The Making of a Stamp." Other articles of
specialized interest included John Jamieson on "The Wilding Issues - Unique Postal History
Piece" (a 2¢ Wilding paying the printed matter rate on a 1961 Fertile Valley Annual Fair
Prize List for 1961 ). John Hillmer wrote on "Borden Precancel Errors" on Caricature and
Landscape issues. Eppe Bosch presented "Unusual Markings/Stamps & a Short Story" on
the Environments issue and then there were three pieces on the comrnemoratives: "Varieties
on the Canadian Tire Issue" by George Yarkie, "More on Semi-Postals" by Paul Tessington,
and "0 Canada' Miniature Pane - A Correction" by Harry Voss.
That completes the round up for this time, and as there wiQnot be another issue of
Topics Wltil the New Year it just remains for me to wish one and all a very Merry Christmas
and prosperous New Year. Happy Hunting and may your Christmas stocking be full of all
tl1e goodies you ever wanted.
There is a note just in from the Military Study Group regarding their upcoming Second Annual
Auction of Military related material. The closing date for lots to be submitted is January 23, 1998.
For further information & terms and conditions contact auctioneer Jon Johnson at 9604 Kalamalka
Road, Vernon D.C., YIB 1L3.
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BNAPS BOOK DEPARTMENT
P.O. Box 66660

Stoney Creek Postal Outlet
STONEY CREEK, ONTARlO

CANADA L8G 5E6

REFERENCE CATALOGUES
RETAILCDN$
CHUNG & NARBONNE-Specialized Catalogue of Canada Post Official
First Day Covers - 1997 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 .50
COUITS-Siogan Postmarks of Canada . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31.00
FIRBY & WILLSON-Canadian Posted Letter Guide, Vol. 1, 185 1-1902 . . . . 24.75
McCANN-Standard Catalogue of Canadian Booklet Stamps . .. . . . . . . . . . 14.00
ROSE-Canadian Tagged Errors and TaggedPerfms- rev. 1995 . . . . . . . . . . 10.00
VAN DAM -Canadian Revenue Stamp Catalogue 1995 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17.50
W ALB URN-Standard Canada Precancel Catalogue - 1997 edition . . . . 17.00
WALTON & COVERT-Webb's Postal Stationery Catalogue, 6th edn. . . . . . . 17.00
STAMP REFERENCE BOOKS
ARFKEN-Canada's Small Queen Era 1870-1897 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 155.00
ARFKEN-Canada and the Universal Postal Union ... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 29.00
ARFKEN & LEGGETI-Canada's Decimal Era 1859-1868 . . . . . . . . . . 110.00
ARNELL-Stearn and The North Atlantic Mails . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78.00
ARNELL-Transatlantic Study Group Handbook #4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30.00
BAILEY & TOOP-Canadian Military P.O. to 1986 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15.00
BAILEY & TOOP-Canadian Military P.O. to 1993 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32.00
BOYD-Specimen Overprints ofBNA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16.00
BRADLEY-Canadian Map Stamp of 1898, A Plating Study . . . . . . . . . . . . 26.50
CANADA: The 1967 Definitive Issue (Keene-Hughes Rev.) . . . . . . . . . . . 18.00
CHUNG &REICHE-The Canadian Postage Due Stamps . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.75
DAVIS-Canada Special Delivery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39.50
DUCKWORTH & DUCKWORTH -The Large Queen Stamps &
Their Use 1868-1872 ... .... . . . . . .. .... .. . . . . . . . . . 130.00
GUTZMAN-Canadian Patriotic Postcard Handbook .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 13.50
GUTZMAN-The Canadian Picture Postcard Catalogue 1992 .. . . . . . . .. . 12.95
HENNOK-Postal History Series
#2 Earl E. Palmer-Upper & Lower Canada Cross-Border Mail to 185 1 . . . 25.00
#3 A. L. Steinhart-The Postal History of the Postcard in Canada 1871-191 1 25.00
#4 J.C. Amell-Transatlantic Stampless Mail to
and from the United States of America . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25.00
#5 Horace W. Harrison-Canada's Registry System . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25.00
#6 Stewart S. Kenyon-Pioneer Mail in Western Canada . . . . . . . . . . .. 25.00
#7 Dr. F. G. Stulberg-Upper & Lower Canada Steamboat Mail to the 1860's 25.00
JOHNSON & TOMASSON-Canadian Stamps with Perforated Initials . . . . . 11.00
KELL-The Postal Histo1y of the Disuict of Assiniboia 1882-1902 . . . . . . . . 21.00
LEHR-Postage Stamps and Cancellations ofP.E.I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40.00
LINGARD-Canadian Flag Cancels 1896- I 9 I 9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35.00
LONGWORTH-DAMES-The Pioneer and Semi-Official Air Mails of Canada 19.00
LUDLOW-Catalogue of Canadian Railway Cancellations .. . . . . . . . . . . . 38.00
LUDLOW-RPO-Supplement 1: Combined Annexes I-IX . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15.00
MACDONALD-Nova Scotia Post: Its Offices, Masters, & Marks I 700-1867 . . 32.50
MACMANUS-Post Offices of New Bnmswick 1783-1930 . . . . . . . . . . . . 32.50
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MANLEY-Canadian Precancel Postal Stationery Handbook . . . . . . . .. ... 13.50
McGUIRE (editor}-The Major E.R. Toop Collection of Military Postal History
Vol. I . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35.00
Vol. 2 . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22.50
both volumes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50.00
MOFFATT & HANSEN-The Squared Circle Postmarks of Canada . . . . . . 40.00
MURRAY-PostOfficeonP.E.I. 1787-1990 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 16.95
MURRA Y-2000 Postmarks of Prince Edward Island 1814-1995 . . ... .. . . 30.00
NEWMAN-The Bickerdike Papers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26.50
O'REILLY-Northwest Territories Postal Cancellations 1907-1986 . .... .. . 29.00
PRATI-The Newfoundland Pence Issue . . . . . ... .. .... . .. ... . . 70.00
PRAIT-Newfoundland Cents Issue Covers- A Census . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35.00
ROWE-Postal History of the Canadian Contingents
in the Anglo-Boer War 1899-1902 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38.00
SAGAR-The Moon Cancellations ofBritish Columbia 1950-1973 . . . . . . . . 7.95
SCRIMGEOUR-(Ed.} Postal History of the Klondike Gold Rush . . . . . . . .. 31.00
SESSIONS-The Early Rapid Cancelling Machines of Canada . . . . . . . . . . . 19.50
SMITH-Ontario Post Offices Vol. I An Alphabetical Listing . . . . . . . . . . . 38.75
SMITH-Ontario Post Offices Vol. II By County & District . . . . . . . . .. .. 48.75
SMITH-Both Volumes . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77.00
STAECKER-Canadian Permit Postage Stamp Catalogue, 2nd edo. 19% . . . . 16.00
STEINHART-The Postal History of the Postcard in Canada 1871-1911 . . . . . 16.00
STEINHART-The Admiral Era: A Rate Study . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. 21.00
STEINHART-Civi1 Censorship in Canada During WW I . . . . . .
. . . . . 14.00
TOPPING-Yukon Airways and Exploration Company Limited . . . . . . . . . . 25.00
TOPPING & ROBINSON-British Columbia Post Offices
1991 Revised Edition .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20.00
TOPPING & ROBINSON-Manitoba Post Offices . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 .00
TOPPING & ROBINSON-Territorial Post Offices of Canada ... . . . . . .. 15.00
WINMILL-The Evolution of Imperial Penny Postage &
the Postal History of the Canadian 1898 Map Stamp . . . . . . . . . . . 26.00
WHfiWO RTH-Five Cents Beaver Stamp of Canada . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30.00

INVENTORY REDUCTION SALE
ARNELL-Transatlantic Study Group Handbook #1 . . . ........ ....... . ..... 5.00
ARNELL-Transatlantic Study Group Handbook #2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14.00
ARNELL-Transatlantic Study Group Handbook #3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14.00
BNAPS Slogan Study Group-Slogan Postal Markings 1931-1940 . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.00
BNAPS Slogan Study Group-Slogan Postal Markings 1941-1953 . .... . ...... 9.00
CANADA Post Office Guide 1852-Reprint ..... ......... . ...... ..... ... 10.00
HILLMAN-The Post Office Department and the Parliamentary Record
in Canada from 1780 to 1925 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12.00
DAY & SMYTHIES-Fancy Cancellation of the 19th Century . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.00

• NEW TO THIS LIST
••• NOTE ••• All orders must be prepaid. Add $4.00 postage and packaging per order.
Plca.se allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery. If payment is in U.S. funds, you may deduct 25%.
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Readers Speak
This is a column where the readers of TOPICS can express their views, ask
questions, and add infonnation to previously published mticles.

Sir;
The 12~¢ covers to Newfoundland covers shown below supplement the list recently
given by George Arfken [I). figure 1 shows a cover that is similar to that recorded as
cover #2 in the Ariken table, sent to the same addressee and received on the same date (ed.
note: but probably not the identical cover because the item listed by George Arfken is
described as a "front"). The cover was mailed from Fredericton and is backstamped St.
John's Newfoundland, April 12, 1868 and with a portion of a Halifax oval. This cover
shows very early usage of the stamp issued April I (if it travelled by the same route as the
cover in figure 2, it was mailed April 5 at the latest).

Figure 1 (Saint): April 1868, Fredericton, N.D. to St. John's Newfoundland
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The second cover (as shown on the following page) was also mailed to Rev. Phelps
from Fredericton. Although the post offices were ordered to no longer sell New Brunswick
stamps as of April!, 1868 [2] (the offices were also, at the same time, authorized to accept
such stamps for "a reasonable time"), a few covers postmarked after this date bearing New
Brunswick stamps have swvived. The cover was postmarked SP 7, 1868, and is
backstamped Moncton (September 8), Halifax (September 9) and St. John's Newfoundland
(September 14).

References
[I] Ariken, G.B., "The
(1996).

12~¢

Rate to NewfOlmdland," BNA Topics Vol. 53, No. 1, 23-28
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[2] Boggs, W.S., "The Postage Stamps and Postal History of Canada, Vol. ll," Chambers
Publishing Company, Kalamzoo ( 1945), p, 30-B.
Ronald Saint
Figure 2 (Saint): September 1868, Fredericton, N.B. to St. John's Newfoundland
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Sir;
I have just read J.J. MacDonald's excellent article on Post Gold Rush Letters from
Nova Scotia to the U.S. West Coast (Topics, Vol. 54, No. 2, 1997, p. 5). He concludes
that all mail in the late 1850s and 1860s from the Maritimes to California went by sea via
Boston or New York and Panama to San Francisco. In his Postscript, MacDonald
mentions a note on Overland Mail in the PHSC Journal, No. 82, pp. 192-193 (1995) . As
one of the contributors to that note, I can perhaps clarify its point. This note added three
"Overland" examples to one that Bob Carr had previously described as possibly unique.
These overland markings would refer only to the United States overland route between San
Francisco and the eastern U.S. The note says that the Overland route between the eastern
U.S. and San Francisco for pre-confederation British Columbia mail was a rare route. I
hope that its wording did not suggest that a great proportion of mail travelled that route.
Deaville's Colonial Postal Systems (p. 21 and p. 42) says that after 1849 mail from
Canada and the United Kingdom came by sea to Vancouver Island through New York,
Panama, and San Francisco. Late in 1859 (there was a typo of 1858 in the PHSC Journal
note), the United States government agreed to carry Canadian letters overland. However,
this was not an entirely satisfactory route, and some letters were lost. Deaville and
MacDonald both comment that the overland route did not save much time compared to ship
via Panama. The situation that continued until 1869, when the railway was completed
between San Francisco and Chicago, was that some letters were carried overland but most
letters and all parcels and newspapers were carried through Panama. A few covers in the
1860s from B.C. to Canada bear Chicago transit marks, and therefore also went overland.
Most covers bear no indication of their route. For my covers, I assume that any mail before
about September I859 came via Panama, and that from September 1859 until the
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completion of the Union Pacific Railroad in May 1869, covers were carried by Panama
unless otherwise indicated. We will require help from our colleagues who study U.S.
postal history of this era so that we can perhaps recognize other overland covers. Perhaps
the finding of a half dozen or so overland covers involving B.C. is just an indication that
U1ere are more transcontinental B.C. covers than Maritime-to-west coast covers. Yes, there
is much to be learned on the topic of transcontinental mail of this period. My only cover
between the Maritimes and Vancouver Island was mailed in Victoria to Halifax, and bears
a Victoria, V.I. crown oval and PAID. The U.S. stamps were cancelled in San Francisco
on NOV 25, 1861. There is a U STATES I C arc in red, which Allan Steinhart told me
was applied on a coastal steamer (probably Cunard) between Boston and Halifax. Finally,
there's a Halifax oval HIDE 30/1861/NS receiver.
Gray Scrimgeour
Sir;
Richard Kiusalas developed two gauges based on the Imperial system of measlll'eillent,
the one to match United States perforations, the other Canadian. Each provides a pair of
numbers for each perforation variety, e.g. 11-72 on the former or 12-66 on the latter. The
second number is the actual number of thousandths of an inch that the perforations were
separated. The first is related to the standard perforation specification (the Standard
Gauge, S.G., based on the 2 em measure) fmmd in many catalogues, including Scott's.
If the first number in these pairings is taken to be the equivalent of the standard gauge
to the nearest 'l'2, then there appear to be several errors, two on the United States gauge and
one on the Canadian, namely:

United States: 81 thou = 9.7210 S.G. which is nearer to 9 'l'2 than the 10 shown
51 U1ou = 15.4392 S.G. which is nearer to 15 'l'2 than the IS shown
Canada:
64 U1ou = 12.3031 S.G. which is closer to 12 'l'2 than the 12 shown.
What is sw-prising is that Kiusalas knew this! In his article which introduced the
gauges and provided the rationale for their use (Specialized Perforation Gauges, The
United States Specialist, February 1966, pp. 60, 61 ), he presented detailed tables that show
these discrepancies explicitly. He allowed that a change to his gauge "would also be a bit
too revolutionary, so a little compromise is in order." Here is how he goes on to describe
the number pair:
"A systen1 ofclassification that would use the present listing in Scott's Catalogue,
combined with our system, seen1ed ideal. Thus, perf 72 would be classifies as an
11-72, and although the latter number is the only number of real significance in
identifying this particular perforation, the former number is very helpful in
identifYing the stamp."
'

This clearly did not state that the former was the S.G. equivalent of the Kiusalas'
gauge number. But what else could it mean? Did Kiusalas have some reference set of
United States or Canadian stamps in mind for which the former numbers were their
perforations as listed in Scott's Catalogue. If that was the case, he neither commented on
it further or identified any such set. And, if the equivalent was really what he intended, how
does one explain the three discrepancies identified above-and his apparently deliberate
inclusion of them in his tables?
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Furthermore, if he had identified such a reference set, that is one that justified the
pairings on his gnu~. what would he have done with another stamp which perfs the same
on his gauge but is tdentified differently (than the ' reference' stamp) in Scott's Catalogue?
The inescapable conclusion seems to be that in order to use these gauges in a way
related to the Standard Gauge, the nwnbers for these three pairs should be corrected to read
"9 \4 - 81 "," IS \4- 51", and "12 \4- 64", respectively (whatever, Kuisalas meant). My
own bias is to use only the Kiusalas Gauges for determining the perforations on the stamps
of the United States, Canada (both before and after confederation) and several issues of
Latin American countries for which the same perforating machines were used.

R A. Johnson
Sir;
Envelopes used by the Canadian Dead Letter Office from the late 1800s to the 1970s
come in many different varieties and sizes, and many types have an identifying form
nwnber (e.g., ID.L.(g), 50, 5\40,60, 12V:JJL). Each type appears to have been used for
a specific pwpose (e.g., "SOW' is a bilingual envelopes used to return a normal small size
envelope to its sender). The question is: for what use was each envelope type intended?
The type designations used on envelopes for particular purposes were sometimes changed.
Occastonally, a designation type seems to have been reassigned to an envelope used for a
different purpose. Any information would be appreciated.
Marc Eisenberg
Sir;
I have just read Horace Harrison's article dealing with octagonal registration marks
(Topics Vol. 54 #2, pp. 57-64). I would be interested in his comments on the cover
(shown in Figw-es I and 2) from Chesley Ontario to Harrogate England.
The cover passed to Toronto on 23 September; the octagonal registration handstamp
is dated 25 September, two days later. Can we conclude that the octagon was applied at
Toronto? (Before your recent articles, I assumed, based on Mr. Harrison's 1971 book, that
the octagon was applied only in Halifa.x.) It might have been that the cover had to wait
around in Toronto for two days until it was put in a closed bag--but it seems more likely
(doesn't it?) that the octagon was applied further down the line.
The registered crown poses another problem. It is in red, while the Leeds and
Harrogate are in blue and black, respectively. Was it applied in Liverpool?

In any event, I enjoyed the article.
David Handelman
Horace Harrison responds:
The letter anived in Toronto on Saturday Sept. 23, 1882, missing the Allan Line
sailing of the Sardinian from Quebec on the 23rd. On Monday, Sept. 25, the letter was
placed in the closed bag for the U.K. The crown over "Registered" in red on the face was
applied in the U.K., probably at Liverpool, but there is no consistent sailing tables for the
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North Atlantic past 1875, except for the Allan Line as set forth in Arnell' s "Atlantic
Mails." The item was sent to New York as requested, and sent on the first available
steamer.

Sir;
I received a letter from Maggie Toms commenting on the letter illustrated as Figure I

in my 'St01ies Behind My Covers 29' in the April/June 1997 issue. In it, she argued that
BNA TOPICS /OCT-NOV-DEC 1997 I NO 4

the British accountancy mark 'GB/1 F 60c' was incorrect and that the proper mark should
have been 'GB/2r ', which was the C()('J"eCt one for British North America. She pointed out
that the additional fOW' decimes represented the B.N.A. colonial postage of 4d. Stg. per 30
grammes.
I believe that she is in error on this point, for although I am unable to confmn it, I
believe that Newfoundland was considered for purposes of the Anglo-French Conventions
a British colony (Colonies britanniques), which was covered by Article 34 of the l January
1857 convention at the lower of the above values. The l January 1858 modifications to the
convention included La Scie and Le Degar du Cheval as two Newfoundland offices subject
to the increased two franc rate in Atticle 42, suggesting that the rest of Newfoundland was
unchanged. The additional changes of I January 1862 included British colonies in Article
42, which should have raised Newfoundland to the two franc level, but apparently did not.
In addition to my Figure I , Maggie Toms sent me a photocopy of a very similar 1864
cover from St. John's, and Robert Pratt in his definitive postal history of Newfoundland on
page 606 lists an 1857 cover from Petit Oise and an 1860 from La Scie, which all have the
' GB/1 r roc' aOCOWltancy mark. This seems to confmn that rightly or wrongly this was the
rate used on NewfOWJdland letters until 1865 or 1866, when we know that the higher rate
was used.

If anyone can clarify this point, I for one would appreciate it.

Jack Amell

Sir;
Last year I wrote in the R.P.O. Cowcatcher column (Vol. 53 No. 4) some candid
comments regarding the judging of Canadian Postal History exhibits at CAPEX'96. These
covered in detail the jud~g of Ross Gray's classic Railway Post Office exhibit. This year
there were a few Canadtan Postal History exhibits at PACIFIC'97 which were judged by
(among others) a Literature judge, a student of Irish philately, and a U.S. exhibitor and
judge. They had dooe their homework, and studied the standard references, but still lacked
the finer points. They did their best, but I fault the system which left them in this position.
Our member Bob Heasman of Victoria, B.C. showed one of the best exhibits in
existence of the development of early Canadian machine markings. It achieved
International Vermeil level, which is excellent. While this overall point rating was
indicative of the quality, some individual marks were not, and none of the judges contacted
were able to explain how these were arrived at, or why some low marks were awarded.
This is not a useful critique. An exhibit on the Pacific mails between Canada, Australasia
and the Orient, entered by Alex Unwin of Belleview, Washington also received a Vermeil
medal. Here also, the over all level was probably satisfactory, but the individual marks and
comments were not explained in a helpful way.
A very hroadly based exhibit with a general title on the early postal history of Canada
received a silver medal. It had some lovely early material, but required a narrower scope,
focus and title. Hopefully it will appear again in somewhat improved format. A fmc
exhibit of the Armed Forces Air-letters of Canada by Major Dick Malott of Ottawa was
re-classified by the judges from the Postal Stationery category to Postal History, and
received a bronze medal. It may have done better ifjudged in Postal Stationery.
Lastly, the writer submitted a new exhibit of Canadian Mail Censorship during World
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War I. This had received a national venneil award at the 1995 RPSC exhibition, and
obtained a silver medal at PACIFIC' 97. It is still in the fonnative state, and requires
considerable work before further exhibition- but it still received 74 points- one short of
a large silver award. There is some cause for optimism.
In the previous article I mentioned the difficulty in obtaining qualification as an
International Judge in the Postal History specialty. The F.I.P. has now placed an additional
hurdle in the way - they will no longer accept apprentices over the age of 55 years. How
many people under this age do you know who are qualified, ready, willing and
able-financially and otherwise- to accept such a challenge? Meanwhile, CAVEAT
EXHIBITOR.
William G. Robinson
Sir;
Re.: "EDMONTON, ALA." (April/June 1997 issue ofTopics)
Jeff's letter perked my interest. Though I cannot answer his questions, I think I can
provide some infonnation and comments that point to the correct answer. The card is
interesting for other reasons too.

Question 1:
I checked my own collection and I do have an example on post card. It is struck in
violet and dated 25 JU? 1919. I had noted on my album page that it was an odd
abbreviation of Alberta. I am more inclined to think that the abbreviation "ALA." is an
oullight error. I have no fum evidence of this; however, other infonnation tends to support
this:
First, I do not know of any other Alberta handstamp that used this abbreviation.
I did a quick scan of all the regular and miscellaneous handstamp proof data and
covers I have in my Alberta collection and did not fmd any other example of date
stamps from Strathcona with an "ALA." abbreviation, or for any other Alberta office
for that matter. This does not mean they do not exist; but if they do, they would be a
rare exception.
Second, "ALA." could be confused with the abbreviation for Alabama, USA. I
think "ALTA." was the official post office abbreviation of Alberta and suggest that any

other abbreviation would have been re~arded as a typographical error. Note "AB" is
now the official post office abbreviahon of Alberta; "ALTA." remains the standard
abbreviation of Alberta for writing or text.
The handstamp proof Jeff mentions, dated 30 JUL 1919, may have been the
replacement for the "error"; but it could conceivably have been a replacement of a
damaged, worn or lost handstamp. One could probably rule out replacement due to wear
as rubber handstamps are known to survive heavy usage for over a year. I favour the idea
that the hand stamp proofed in July was intended as a replacement for the error.
It is also noted that proofs ofsimilar General Delivery hand stamps, with "letter codes"
other than "A", are illustrated in Lee/Hughes Vol. XXIII, pp. 53-54, and are dated some
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years later. I do not know the reason for
these Jetter codes. Other larger post
offices used general delivery handstamps
with similar letter codes. I know that at
the main Edmonton post office this style
of handstamp was also used, and the
usage of the various letter codes
overlapped but I have not seen
overlapping usage of different hammers
for the same letter code. This suggests
that there was a need to uniquely identify
these type of handstamps or clerk
responsible for the handstamp, and that
later proofs of the same letter coded
handstamp were for replacements. An
apparent anomaly in the proof records is
Edmonton Strathcona General Delivery
date stamp dated APR 22 1921 , but does
not have a letter code. This was possibly
intended as an office dater for
administration purposes as opposed to a
dater intended for mail; however, a look
at similar proofs for other large cities in
Canada indicate that the lack of a letter
code was not uncommon. Does anyone
know why Jetter codes (if that is what the
letters represent) were used on the
Delivery
rectangular
General
handstamps?
Questions 2. & 3:
Strathcona post office and locality
went through a number of name or status
changes. The post office opened as
South Edmonton in 1892.
South
Edmonton was the northern terminus of
the Calgary and Edmonton Railway
completed the year previous. The name
was changed to Strathcona in 1899 after
town status was obtained. City status
was obtained in 1907. Amalgamation
with the City of Edmonton occurred in
19 12. The post office status change to
Edmonton Strathcona Postal Station
occurred in 1919. The postal station
name was changed to Edmonton South
Edmonton Postal Station in 193 1.
The
"CHANGE
OF
POSTMASTERS" record card for the
Edmonton Strathcona Postal Station
indicates that the change in status to a
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postal station was.l- 9- 1919 (i.e., September Ist. 1919). It is doubtful the date meant
January 9th as the person who transcribed the infonnation on the record card used the(Day
I Month I Year format on all other dates on this card and all other cards. Also, very few
post office openings occwred on days other that the first of a month. It is possible that the
date was transcribed incorrectly by the person preparing the record cards. Strictly speaking
though, one should check tl1e source of infonnation that the CHANGE OF
POSTMASTERS record card was based on (if this is possible) because occasionally the
information on some of the record cards for other post offices is suspect. I do not have
cords for Strathcona or Edmonton South Edmonton Postal Station. The card for South
Edmonton did not go beyond the date of the name change to Strathcona.
I think it is also relevant is that the City of Strathcona amalgamated with the City of
Edmonton several years prior to the change in status of the post office. The post office
depar1ment was probably well prepared for the change in status, and likely several months
in advance. The change in status would have been a big change administratively as
Strathcona was a fairly large post office, which included letter carrier staff. It would not
be unusual to order hand stamps in advance of the change.

Other Strathcona Postal Station hand stamps are known dated earlier than September
I st. 1919. An oval registration date stamp was proofed MR. 12 1919 (Lee/Hughes Vol.
Xll, p.55). The first steel date stamp recorded for the postal station was proofed AMJMR
15119 (this was the first Strathcona "globe" date stamp, see Lee/Hughes Vol. VIII, p.46).l
have an example of this date stamp on cover dated PM/AP IS/19. Apparently the date of
ilie change in status was not of paramount importance in dating ilie mails, if one accepts
iliat September 1st, 1919 is ilie correct date for the change of status.
1have no definite infonnatioo explaining why date stamps intended for the Strathcona
Postal Station were used prior to the change in status. Perhaps the change of status was
intended to be earlier and the clerks simply began to use the new hand stamps when
received. Anoilier possibility is iliat because the change of status was known well in
advance, needed replacement hammers for Strailicona for ilie interim period were ordered
wiili the new status identification to prevent premature obsolescence. Unfortunately I do
not have examples of the old Strathcona date stamps being used after 1918, though
examples should exist to least late March 1919. Examples found after April IS, 1919
would tend to support the notion iliat ilie importance of ilie office status was not great in
dating mail. The only published source that tracks any of ilie dale stamps used by
Strathcona in iliis penod is Robert Lee's duplex handbook, and so far no Strailicona
duplexes are reported for 1919.
Another possible angle (a bit remote) to explore is the legal name change. There are
cases for post offices in Alberta where the post office name is completely different than ilie
accepted locality or town name (e.g.• for the locality of Granada, the post office was named
Northville). I have always asswned in these cases iliat ilie post office address was the legal
address. But is this really so? Perhaps ilie use of the Postal Station date stamp relates to
a change in the legal address, tying it to the City of Edmonton. Remember officially the
City of Strailicona no longer existed in early 1919. Perhaps one of our members wiili a
legal background can set me straight on this. I would like to know this on a general basis.
Other:
The address on Jeff's find presents a couple of minor mysteries to me. The addresser
of the post card used ilie destgnation "Sandy Lake, Strailicona...", railier ilian using a
street address. By 1919, Strailicona had a grid street system wiili individual house
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numbers. Most addresses on covers of the period give a specific house number along with
a numbered street or address. I presume Strathcona post office had box service by this date
also. So why the notation Sandy Lake? I have no infonnation on a locality called Sandy
Lake near or within Strathcona. Occasionally one finds this fonnat of address for post
offices served by postal routes directly out of the Strathcona post office. The examples I
have of these are generally of outlying post offices within a few miles of the city and of an
earlier period. However, as far as I know, there was no post office in Alberta named Sandy
Lake. One prominent landmark in the western extremities of Strathcona at the time was
McKernan's Lake. Though it no longer exists, it's importance predates Strathcona as it
was the location of a stopping house on the old Edmonton to Calgary trail. At the time
Jetr s card was posted, McKernan's Lake was a popular recreation spot, at least for winter
skating, as can be seen on some period picture post cards. Housing development in
Strathcona had also reached the shoreline by that time. Perhaps Sandy Lake was the name
of a property or estate adjacent to the lake.
lbe fact that the card was handstamped with a general delivery marking is curious as
it appears that the address was unofficial and insufficient. One wonders how the recipient
would know when to call in at the post office, unless he or she had already established their
address as general delivery. I would like to find a satisfactory explanauon for the "Sandy
Lake" address, and why the general delivery marking was used without any other reference
by the addresser to general delivery or poste restante.
Rick Pararna
Jeff Swill responds:
I greatly appreciate Rick's very infonnative letter. I should also mention I received
a reply from Joe Smith pointing out that the hammer contains two errors, not one: the word
"Delivery" is misspelled "Delivey"- 1 totally missed this.
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v54 n2 p50(2) il
Ludlow, Lewis M .
In Memoriam · Lewis M. Ludlow OTB. FRPSL.
FCPS. (Lewis M. Ludlow passed away oo
September I, 1997.); OctiDec 1~7. #473 v54 n4
p58

MacDonald, J ohn J.
From One Ocean to Another. Post Gold Rush
Lelfers from No va Scotia to the United States
West Coast. (Routes and ntes for the mails are
discussed.) ; MacDona ld, John J. Apr/Jun 1997,
11471 v54 n2 p5(9) il bi
Maritime Mall - Atlantic
S tories Behind my Covers; 28. B.N.A. France Letters(!}. (Stx covers from 1845-1856
are illustrated and aiscussed. l; Arnell, Jack c.
Jan/Mar 1997, 11470 v54 nl p3(S) il bi
The Steinhart Legacy. The Vanderbilt Une to
Canada. (Letter from Glas_gow Scotland to
Hamilton, Canada West VJa the Vanderbilt
European Line (perhaps a unique cover). ];
Steinhart, Allan L. Jan/Mar 1997, 11470 v54 nl
p68(2) il
Stories Behind my Covers. 29. B.N.A. - France
Letters (/l). lRate changes in the second half of the
1850's are JJiu~trated.J; Amell, Jack C. Apr/Jwt
1997, #471 v54 n2 p l 5(4) il

86

The Steinhart Legacy. (An 1844 letter with
N.B. creates a confusion between North Britain
and New Brunswick; an 1847 odd rate handstamp
on a letter between U.C. and New York; an 1841
ship letter between England and Ancaster U.C.l;
Steulhart, Allan L. Apr/Jun 1997, #471 v~4 n~
p37(4) il
Readers Speak. (Additional oonunents on the
Arfken/Firby article 'Canadian Pence Franked
Covers to Germany'.]; Amel~ Jack C. Apr/Jun
1997, #471 v54 n2 p19
Stories Behind My Covers. 30. The Postage
from Montreal and Quebec City to the Lines..
[Arrangements for the transpor1atioo of
trans-Allantio mail to and from Canida via the
United States in the early 1800s are illustrated]·
Arnell, Jack C. Jui/Sep 1997, #472 v54 n3 p6(S)
il
The Steinhart Legacy. [Second voyage of
Anglia (Galway Line) not completed; letters
returned to OUeenston.]; Steinhitt, Allan L.
Jui/Sep 1997, il472 v54 n3 p54 il
Readers Speak. fMore on the Newfoundland
12~ cent coven.I; Sad, J. Ronald. Oct/Dec 1997,
#473 v54 n4 p13(2) il
Readers Speak. [Two covers (1882) are
illustrated and discusSed.]; HandelmiU\, Oavi.d j
Harrison. Horaoe W. Oct/OCo 1997, #473 v.54 114
p76(2) il
Readers
Spealc.
[An
1864
cover
(Newfoundland to Great Britain) from Arnell's
article in Apr/Jun 1997 is discussed aa to the
oomct rate.]; Amel~ Jack c. Oct/Dec 1997, #473
v54 n4 p71(2)
Method lit Book lind Publbblnc uWtlllam Briggs (Methodist Book and
Publishing House): Postal Stationery Cards with
Advertising Fronts. JA listJ~
·n of the known cards
from 1898-1914 is liiCiuded. : Ellis, Chrutopber
J.; Harrison, Horaoe W. J
ar 1997, #470 v54
n1 pl8(12) il tb bi

MWtary Cancels

Sewell Ca~amp Hughes. r.A clarification of
the location of the camp And illustrations ofthe
cancels.); Sayl~ C. Douglaa. Apr/J un 1997, #471
v54 n2 p47(4) 11 bi
M~tary MaU

[A

&well Ca~mp Hughes.
clarification of
the location of the camp and i lustrations of the
cancels.]; Sa~ C. Douglaa. Apr/Jun 1997, #471
v54 n2 p47( 4) tl bi
Military Postal Rates. [A history of military
postal rates from 1795 to the 1990s.]; Bailey,
Walt« J.Jul/Sep 1997, #472 v.54 n3 p33(18) il tb
bi

New Bnmswlck - Stampe - 1~
Readers Speak; [Handstamped black proafl.
[Handstamp for proofs a~ to have been utiCd
mternationally.l; Seastedt, Norman C. Jan/Mar
1997, #470 vS-4 nl p81

Newfotmdland
Readers Speak. [More on the Newfoundland
12~cutcova"S.l; SU1, 1.

#473 v54 n4 p1.j(2) il

Ronald Oct/Dec 1997,

Newfoundland - i\)r MaU
Finally • its Discovery In 1997. The 1933
Newfoundland Balbo Airmail First Day Cover..

(Contemporary~ establish date for the
ftntday ofthe Balbo a1r mail cover.]; Walt!l, John
M. Jan/Mar 1997, #470 v54 n1 p3li(8) il b1
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NnJfowtdland - Provlslonals

1997, #470 vS4 n1 p70(2) il bi

pl2(10) il tb bi

Presentation Booklet& [or the 12th Universal
Postal Union Congress (Paris- 1947). Jlllllick,
Jerome C.; Chun& Andrew. Apr/Jun 1997, #471

Newfoundland's 1918-1920 Postal Shortages.
Dyer, 'Norris R. Jui!Sep 1997, #472 vS4 n3
Nova~·ofla

vS4 n2 p42(4) il bi

From One Ocean to Another. Post Gold Rush
Letters from Nova Scotia to the United States
West Coast. IRoutes and rntes for the mails are
di~cus.t1ed.):

MacDonald, John J. Apr/Jun 1997,
11471 vS4 n2 pS(9) il bi
Perfon~flom

The Wilding 5¢ Partial Imperforate and
M lsperflJrated Errors. lA clarification of the

causes for the miwerfe<f stamps of this issue.);
Monteiro, Joseph. )an/Mar 1997, #470 vS4 n1
pSS(IO) il tb bi
Readers Speak. [Fake double perforations are
appearing in both Canada and the "United States.);
Jamieson, Jolm I. Jul/Sep 1997, 11472 vS4 n3
p8S(2)

Early Perforating Machines in North
A merlca. [Includes illustrations of patent

documents.); Jolmson, Richard A. Oct/Dec 1997,
#473 vS4 n4 p9(10) il bi
A New Theory on Perforarlon Spacing. [An
examination of how UfiY petforating mactunes
wereoonstructed.); Tomhnson, Robert B. Oct/Dec
1997, #473 vS4n4 p20(3) il tb bi
Canada's First Law Stamp Issue. wiscusses
the varieties and the means to idenll them.);
Znluski, Edward. Oct/Deo 1997, 1147 vS4 n4
p23(17) il tb bi
New Issues. [Problems resulting from comb
perforations are discussed. Over eleven new
stamps are mentioned.); Wilson, William J.F.
Oct/Dec 1997. #473 vS4 n4 p6()(3) tb
Readers Speak. [An anafysis.ofthe Kiusalas
gauges for the United States and Canada; and, a
discussion of the errors resulting from the1r use.);
Johnson, Richard A. Oct/Dec 1997, #473 vS4 n4
p7S(2)
POllt Cards
Postal Pot-pourri. [The Postcard Factory and
Canada Post produce new postpaid picture post
cards. U.S. Priority Mail envelopes are sold
pre-paid through Canada Post); Covert, Earle L.
Oct/Dec 1997, #473 vS4 n4 p64(2)
POllf Cards - Replar l11ue - 1938
First Day Covers of the Classic Issues of
Canada. Part 16 - Postal Stallonery · Postal
Card Issues of 1935-1938. Baron, Melvin L.
Jan/Mar 1997,'11470 vS4nl p47(7) Jl bi

l'ostal Museums

Editorial Page. [Exhibits a1mounced and
questions raised as to the mission for Postal
Museum at the Museum of Civilization in Hull,
Quehec.); Lemire, Robert J. Apr/Jun 1997, #471
v)4 n2 p4
Editorial Page. lA review of the exhibits at the
postal museum of the Canadian Museum of
Civilization.); Lemire, Robert J. Jul/Sep 1997,
11472 vS4 n.J p3(2)
Postnrd Fadory
Postal Pot-pourri. [Tite Postcard Factory and
Canada Post produce new postpaid picture post
cards. U.S. Priority Mail envelopes are sold
pre-paid through Canada Post[; Covert, Earle L.
Oct/Dec 1997, #473 vS4 n4 p64(2)
Prftentlltlon Booldets, Cards IUid ShHtl
The
Anniversary
of Confederation
Presentation Booklet. Jarnick, Jerome C. Jan/Mar

Presentation Booklets for the Postal Union
Congresses 1969-1971. Jarnick, Jerome C;i

Chung. Andrew. Jui/Sep 1997, #472 vS4 ""
p73(4) il

Presentation Books for the 1984, 1989 and
/994 Universal Postal Union Congresses.

Jamick, Jerome C. Oct/Dec 1997, #473 vS4 n4
pSS(J) il

Prootslllld Essays
Readers Speak; [J!andstamped black proofl.

(Handstamp for proof• appears to have been uSed
Internationally.); Seastedt, Norman C. Jan/Mar
1997, #470 vS4 nl pSI
Rallway Post OOke Marks (RPOJ)

Lew Ludlow's RPO Cowcatcher. Pre I900
Rat/rood Mail Cancellations through Vermont.

Lehr, James C. Jan/Mar 1997, #470 vS4 nl
p66(3) il
Lew Ludlow's RPO Cowcatcher. ~ew
. ed RPO listingt (Sukatoon & Estoo and
and
Stn. ]; Robinson, Wi iam

gLewJunLudlow's
1~7~!fl vsl n2 p67(2) il
RPO Cowcatcher.

[A
reclassification of TS-300?1; Robinson, William
0. Oct/Dec 1997, #473 vS4 n4 pS1(2) il
Rates
Readers Speak. (Additional comments on the
Arfken/Firby article 'Canadian Pence Franked
Covers to Gennany'.l; Arnell, Jack C. Apr/Jun
1997, #471 vS4 n2 p19
Reoder's Speak. (Additional COOll1'leOOI on Vic
Willeon's Canadian letters to the American West.I;
Swill, Jeffrey A. Apr/Jun 1997, #471 vS4 nl
p79(2) it
Military Postal Rates. [A history of military
postal rates from 179S to the 1990s.); Bailey,
Walter J. JuVSep 1997, 11472 vS4 n3 p35(18) i11b
bi
Postal Pot-pourri. (The Postcard Factory and
Canada Post produce new postpaid picture post
cards. U.S. Priority Mail envelopes are sold
pre-paid through Canada Post); Covert, Earle L.
Oct/Dec 1997,11473 vS4 n4 p64(2)
Readers Speak. [More on the Newfoundland
12~ ()1ft covers. I; San, J. Ronald. Oct/Dec 1997,
#473 vS4 n4 p13(2) il
Readers
Speak.
[An
1864 cover
(Newfoundland to Oreal Britain) from Arnell's
article in Apr/Jun 1997 is discussed as to the
correct rate.); Arnell, Jack C. Oct/Dec 1997, #473
vS4 n4 p71(2)
Rc:Ptnlflon CIIIICels
Canada's Octagonal Registered Date Stamps
without Town Name. (1870-1880's use of the

~ date stamp on registered mail.):
Hamson, Horace W. Apr/Jun 1997, #471 v54 02
pS7(8) il bi
Readers Speak. [Two covers (1882) are
illustrated and discusSed.); Hande111UU1, Oavidj
Harrison. Horace W. Oct/Dec 1997, #473 vS4 n'l
p76(2) il
Rrvenuund Tax Paid StamJII- Fetleral - Law
SlamJII

Canada's First Law Stamp /ssue.~Discuaa
thcm.)j
vS4 ll'l

the varieties and the means to idenf
Zaluski, Edward. Oct/Dec 1997, #4
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p23( 17) il tb bi

perforations are discussed. Over eleven new

Revenue and Tax Paid Stamps - Federal Wel1ht• and Mea•ures
A Selective History of the Inspection of
Wei8hts and Measures In Canada. Ryan,
Chnstopher D. Apr/Jun 1997, #471 vS4 n2

stamps are mentioned.); Wilson, William I.F.
Oct/Dec 1997, #473 vS4 n4 p60(3) tb
United States
Canadian Letters to the American West in the
19th Century. Part li..JNine oovers from
and disamed.l;
1863-1900 are illustrat

19(17) il bi

~lnt LawnMe llftd Atlantic R.allrolld

Lew Ludlow's RPO Cowcatcher. Pre 1900
Railroad Mail Cancellations through Vemront.
Lohr.t James C . Jan/Mar 1997, f/470 vS4 n1
p66(-') il
Stamps - 1870 - Sm.U Quet>tll
A Non-philatelic Three Cent Small Queen
Bisect. Pa)~ng the Two cent Drop Rate. R:ibler,
Ronald I. Apr7Jun 1997, #471 vS4 n2 pS3 il
Stamps - 1898 - Map Stamp
Map Stamp Chronology - Part I. (A new
perspective on the events leading up to and
fo llowing the issuance of the Map stamp.];
Pekooen, William. JuVScp 1997, 11472 vS4 n3
p2(1 2) il tb bi
Map Stamp Chronology - Part II (through
1897). [AdYOOOiogy of events leading to the ~ap
Stamp.]; Pekonen; William. Oct/Dec 1997,11473
vS4 n4 p41(1l) b1
Stamps - 1921
The
Anniversary
of Confederation
Presentalion Booklet. Jamick, Jerome C. Jan/Mar
1997, #470 vS4n l p70(2) il bi
Stamps - 19!14
The Wilding 5¢ Partial Imperforate and
Mlsperf~rated Errors. [A clarification of the
causes for the misoerfe<f stamps of this issue.];
Monteiro, Joseph. }anfMar 1997, #470 vS4 n1
pSS( I 0) il tb bi
Stamps -1996
New Issues. (Greet More program ends; 1996
Christmas stamp error.]; Wilson.! William J. F.
Jan/Mar 1997, 11470 vS4 n1 p73(l) tb
StiUIIps - 1997
New Issues. [Dirds- stamps; birds- stationery;
Year of the Ox~ Art:Phillips.(; Wilson, Williant
J.F. Apr/Jun 19,7 #471 vS4 n2 pS4(2) tb
New Issues. [Canadian Tire; Abbe Gadbois;
Blue Poppy; Victorian Order of Nurses.]; Wilson,
William I.F. Jui/Scp 1997, #472 v54 n3 p70(2) tb
New Issues. (Problems resulting frOm oomb

Willson, Victor L. Jan'Mar 1997, 11470 vS4 nl
p 10(7) il bi

Prom One Ocean to Another. Post Gold Rush
Letters from Nova Scotia to the United States
West Coast. [Routes and rates for the mails are
discussed.); ~acDonald, John J. Apr/Jun 1997,
#47 1 vS4 n2 pS(9) il bi
Reoder's Speak. (Additional comments on Vic
WiU.OO'sCan8dian leuers to the American West.];
Swill, Jei:ITey A Apr/Jun 1997, #471 vS4 112
p79(2) il

Stories Behind My Covers. 30. The Postage
from Montreal and Quebec City to the Lines..
Arrangements for tbe transportation of
{rant-Atlantic mail to and from Canada via tbe
United States in the early 1800s are illustrated. I;
Arnell, Jack C . Jui/Sep 1997, #472 vS4 n3 p6(5)

il

Postal Pot-pourri. [The PosU:ard Factory and
Canada Post Produce new postpaid picture post
cards. U.S. Priority Mail envelope~ are sold
pre•paid througlt Canada Post); Covert, Earle L.
Oct/Dec 1997, #473 vS4 n4 p64(2)
Reoders Speak. [U~ of overland mail for mail
from Canada's east ooast to the west coast of the
United States]; Scrimgeour, Gray K. OctJDec
1997, #473 vS4 n4 p74(2)
Unlvtnal Postal Unloll

Presentation Bookku {or the 12th Universal
Postal Union Congress ('Paris- 19n). Jamick,
Jerome C .; Chung, Andrew. Apr/Jun 1997, #471
vS4n2 p42(4) il bi

Presentation Booklets for the Postal Union
Congresses 1969-1971. Jarnick, Jerome C.;
C hung. Andrew. Jui/Scp 1997, 11472 vS4 n3
p73(4) il

Presentation Book.s for the 1984, 1989 and
1994 Universal Postal Union Congresses.
Jamie~ Jerome C. OcUDec 1997, 11473 vS4 n4
pS.5(3) al
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To Firby, or not to Firby?
That is the question.
When the time came to dispose of their coilectlons these specialists asked.
"Wbal calf Charles G. Firby tkJfor me? The results of each auction sold It alii

0

We conduct several philatelic auctions as well as the world's largest philatelic literature auction each year. catalogs are prepared
with exacting descriptions. quality photographs and realistic estimates to assure our vendors the highest in realizations.

e
m

Through private treaty. our knowledge of many markets can
place your collection or specialized Items in the hands of discriminating collectors around the world.
We Invite the consignment of your philatelic properties... specialized or general collections. accumulations and dealer stocks. Artd
in al cases we ore In the position to buy collections outright. when
lnstont payment is essential.

Throughout the years we hove helped many collectors. prominent and
obscure. to realize top dollar for their collections. And for consignors of
Newfoundland. Canada and other British North America areas. we offer
the strength of the US dollar as well as one of the finest client lists available.
We look forward to the opportunity to discuss the disposal of your
collectlon.. .through auction consignment. private treaty. or outright purchose. Just call Charles for an honest onalysJs. 810..666·5333.

For the very best of the selling experience...

The obvious answer is yes!
ChlHIL'S C. Firby
AUCTIO N S

"'

6695 Highland Rd .• Suite 107 Waterford. Michigan 48327-1967
Phone 248-666-5333
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Every 11101th of the yearlll

J.N. SISSONS INC.
Toronto Eaton Centre, Galleria Offices
1st Floor, Suite 119, Box 513,
220 Yonge St., Toronto, O ntario
M 5B 2H1
(416) 595-9800

